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Welcome to our Catalogue 2022

We are delighted to announce a number of new developments, including an updated 
edition of C21, our general English course, and a second edition of our award-winning 
English for Specific Academic Purposes series. We’re also continuing to expand our 
eBook range and are launching a brand new Teaching Skills Kit series, which will 
provide handbooks to support and inform ELT teachers.

Finally, we are delighted to continue our collaboration with Quizlet to create a range 
of Garnet interactive material that can be used alongside our courses.

To hear about new products as they launch, please sign up for email updates on 
our website. You can access free online inspection copies of most of our books at 
www.garneteducation.com.

Visit us at www.garneteducation.com

•  BUY ONLINE Find the  
latest information on all 
Garnet Education titles  
and buy instantly.

•  VIEW INSPECTION COPIES 
Access free copies of whole 
books so that you can see  
if they’re suitable for you.

•  SIGN UP FOR OUR 
NEWSLETTER Get the  
latest news and special  
offers by signing up for  
our email newsletter.

Keep in touch via social media
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All the information contained in this catalogue is correct at the time of going to  
press and is subject to change without prior notice.

New editions of titles where content has been updated are distinguished by a  
‘new edition’ or ‘2nd edition’ flash.

The language levels given in this catalogue are intended as a rough guide only.  
Your local Garnet Education representative will be pleased to give you specific  
advice about levels and how they relate to your teaching situations.

We now supply the audio components of many of our courses online, but some 
courses are still supplied with CDs as listed. Please contact Garnet Education  
to discuss your requirements.

Note that any quotes may relate to earlier editions of particular titles.
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Highlights  

C21 – 2nd edition
A groundbreaking, skills-based course to 
prepare 21st century learners for the effective 
use of English in social, educational and 
professional contexts.

ESAP – 2nd edition
A completely updated edition of our award-
winning faculty-specific series for students in 
higher education, with a new digital Workbook.

Quizlet
Interactive resources to use alongside  
Garnet courses.

Teaching Skills Kit
A new series of teacher handbooks to support 
and inform ELT teachers.

Talking Trinity
Levels 5 and 6 added to this Trinity-approved 
GESE preparation course.
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Access Garnet Education books on your tablet, phone or computer with the Garnet eBooks service. 
Available in your browser, or download apps for iOS, Android or Microsoft devices.

We have a wide range of titles available, and are happy to talk about converting other books from  
our catalogue to eBooks if we don’t currently have what you need.

•   Sync eBooks across devices. All notes, highlights, voice recordings and bookmarks will be  
stored for free on a secure cloud-based platform.

•  Downloaded eBooks can be accessed without internet access.

•   Many of our eBooks now have integrated audio, video and interactive content to support and  
enhance learning.

To see our full range, visit  
www.garneteducation.com/category/ebooks

eBooks    www.garneteducation.com4

eBooks
Access our resources on your tablet, phone or computer with the Garnet eBooks service

Zoom in and out

Bookmark pages
Record your own voice – 

great for practising 
pronunciation

Take notes and make 
annotations

Highlight text

Search for  
key phrases
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We’ve partnered with Quizlet to provide a fun and effective way for students to practise and master the vocabulary 
in their Garnet Education books. Quizlet’s engaging activities are populated with keywords and definitions from our 
books, so that students can simply click and learn. No additional purchase is required to learn with Quizlet.

What is Quizlet?

Quizlet is the world’s largest student and teacher online learning community. Every month, over 50 million learners 
from 130 countries use Quizlet to learn more effectively. Quizlet offers students the ability to learn with flashcards, 
practise spelling, play learning games, test their knowledge, collaborate with other students and more. Over 90%  
of students who use Quizlet report receiving higher marks.

Use the QR code below to see  
all Garnet Quizlet activities.

             

Our new editions of C21 and ESAP 
provide a QR code (and URL) on the 
opening spread of every unit that will 
take students directly to the unit they 
are working on. Once on the Quizlet 
website, students will be able to practise 
the lesson’s vocabulary with a number 
of different learning activities, such as 
writing and spelling practice, flashcards 
and games. Teachers can also instantly 
create customizable quizzes from 
these study sets to use as formative 
assessment in class.

Quizlet    www.garneteducation.com6

Quizlet
A fun and effective way for students to practise and master the vocabulary in their books
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GENERAL ENGLISH
Products in this section include:

•  C21 English for the 21st Century (A1–B2)



General English    www.garneteducation.com/general-english8

C21 is a groundbreaking five-level English course that integrates 21st century skills and academic skills to ensure that 
students have the skills they need for study, work and life. The course critically appropriates the latest educational 
trends and strategies, including:

•   a focus on independent learning, while giving appropriate attention to the strengths of collaborative learning

•   the adoption of all the 21st century skills highlighted in the P21 Framework for 21st Century Learning, including  
study skills and life skills

•   the introduction of language skills and competencies required for learners to engage meaningfully with their 
surroundings in social, professional and academic contexts

Level-appropriate skills 
Throughout C21, all skills are level-appropriate, making them accessible from the beginning of the course, with 
students introduced to basic study skills, classroom language, and a proactive, self-reflective approach to learning 
and class interaction. This ensures that students are not just passive recipients of language, but active communicators 
responsible for their own language acquisition and development.

Student-centred activities 
The activity types within each lesson of C21 put students at the centre of the learning process and encourage them to 
use their own ideas and opinions, and to apply their own critical thinking to texts and tasks. Activities also encourage 
and support collaboration through pairwork and group work.

Testing 
C21 includes a comprehensive testing package. 
There are progress tests throughout the book which 
enable students to review their progress after every 
two units, and there are general tests available online, 
as downloadables, to provide further testing and 
assessment opportunities.

Powerful, easy-to-use digital resources 
C21 includes a wealth of easy-to-use digital resources, 
available in a range of formats, to ensure you have  
exactly what you need to engage learners. C21 is 
the perfect course for paper-free institutions, with all 
components available digitally.

GENERAL ENGLISH

LEVELS CHART Common European Framework 

of Reference  
(CEFR) / IELTS / TOEFL
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Beginner A1 / 2.0 / -

Pre-Intermediate A2 / 3.0 / -

Intermediate B1 / 4.0+ / 450–526

Upper Intermediate B2 / 5.0+ / 527–599

Key features

•  General English syllabus with fully integrated 
21st century skills and academic skills

•  A1 entry point

•  Skill- and task-based

•  Core 21st century competencies and values

•  Essential vocabulary and competencies for 
pre-sessional students

•  Good general coverage for exam preparation, 
e.g., IELTS

•  Range of testing materials

•  100+ study hours per level (customizable)

•  Designed for international students, with 
culturally sensitive material

•  Teacher support materials minimize teacher 
planning and preparation time

•  Core components available in digital and 
printed formats

C21 English for the 21st Century



C21 Course Book
The Course Book is at the heart of C21, with beautifully designed pages providing rich material and engaging activities. The 
digital version gives you the option of launching interactive versions of the exercises by tapping on ‘hot spots’ on the page – 
perfect for class demonstration, or for paper-free classrooms.

The printed Course Book comes with downloadable audio, while the audio is embedded into the interactive version. 

Units start with an open question 
to encourage students to formulate 
their views and discuss with peers.

21st century and academic skills, covering things 
such as collaboration and critical thinking, are 
integrated into each spread. These include a 

link to dedicated C21 activities.

Focus boxes 
provide an 
overview of 
key concepts.

Make notes and add 
bookmarks that will 
be synced between 

your devices.

Click hotspots to 
complete interactive 

versions of the 
exercises. Perfect for 
paper-free classrooms.

The interactive  
Course Book provides 
the complete content 
of the Course Book 
for use on your 

computer or tablet.
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C21 Workbook
The Workbook provides a wide range of exercises through which students can practise the language points  
they have studied in each lesson, whilst developing 21st century critical thinking and problem solving skills.

The digital Workbook provides a huge range of intuitive and immersive exercises. Students will never get bored as  
they do quizzes, crosswords and wordsearches, play matching games, unscramble mystery sentences and use  
clues to solve puzzles using the language they have learnt.

All exercises are scored and the scores submitted to the teacher so they can monitor each student’s progress.

Drag and drop, crossword and wordsearch 
exercises require students to solve puzzles 

and problems, play matching games, label maps 
and diagrams, and complete emails.

When they click ’Submit‘, students ‘ answers are 
automatically transmitted to their institution‘s 

learning management system. From there, teachers 
can easily monitor each student‘s progress.

Once students have 
submitted their 
answers, they are 

shown their score, and 
which questions they 

answered correctly and 
which they got wrong.

By clicking ’See answers ‘, 
students can access the 
correct answers. By 
clicking ‘Reset‘, they 
can then practise the 
exercise until they are 
satisfied that they have 

fully understood.

The printed Workbook 
contains the same exercises 

as the digital version.

General English    www.garneteducation.com/general-english10



But don’t overdo it.

II

C21 Slideshows
A key component of the course, the C21 Slideshows take a sideways –  
and often humorous – glance at the topics covered in each level of the 
Course Book. The Slideshows, which have subtitles that can be switched 
on or off, may be used as a springboard for further classroom-based 
discussions, employed as further listening practice, or simply shown to 
students for their entertainment. 

Each Slideshow has five scorable exercises attached to it to provide 
students with further practice opportunities.

C21 Academic Skills
C21 Academic Skills is a downloadable set of materials for students who 
use English in an academic context. The material develops individual study 
and life skills in detail, preparing students for the transition from a school 
environment to a more academic college or university setting.

The Academic Skills material can be used for independent study, but is also 
particularly suitable for use with C21, providing supplementary material with 
an academic focus. 

The material addresses 96 individual skills, each including a lesson’s worth 
of succinct, focused study materials. Every skill includes three components:

Factsheet – gives information about the skill, including the academic 
context, key features and examples of its application.  
The Factsheet can be used before the lesson, as an introduction; during  
the lesson, as a prompt; or after the lesson, as a revision tool.

Worksheet – contains exercises for practising and developing the skill.

Teacher’s notes – gives teachers all the information they need to teach  
the material, including answer keys and transcripts. The Teacher’s notes 
include suggestions for pairwork, group-work and discussion activities.

The complete set of materials for each skill, including the audio files,  
can be downloaded at www.garneteducation.com/c21-academic-skills/.

Grammar reference 
As a support to grammar learning, we have produced a series of 
short, cartoon-based grammar videos. These are CEFR-levelled and 
present students with an appealing and imaginative way to support and 
consolidate their grammar skills.
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C21 – Level 1
Printed Course Book  .............................................  978-1-78260-781-6
Interactive Course Book  ........................................  978-1-78260-878-3
Printed Workbook  .................................................  978-1-78260-782-3
Digital Workbook (for LMS)  ...................................  978-1-78260-368-9
Printed Teacher’s Book ..........................................  978-1-78260-783-0
Digital Teacher’s Book ...........................................  978-1-78260-879-0

C21 – Level 2
Printed Course Book  .............................................  978-1-78260-784-7
Interactive Course Book  ........................................  978-1-78260-880-6
Printed Workbook  .................................................  978-1-78260-785-4
Digital Workbook (for LMS)  ...................................  978-1-78260-376-4
Printed Teacher’s Book ..........................................  978-1-78260-786-1
Digital Teacher’s Book ...........................................  978-1-78260-881-3

C21 – Level 3
Printed Course Book  .............................................  978-1-78260-787-8
Interactive Course Book  ........................................  978-1-78260-882-0
Printed Workbook  .................................................  978-1-78260-788-5
Digital Workbook (for LMS)  ...................................  978-1-78260-384-9
Printed Teacher’s Book ..........................................  978-1-78260-789-2
Digital Teacher’s Book ...........................................  978-1-78260-883-7

C21 – Level 4
Printed Course Book  .............................................  978-1-78260-790-8
Interactive Course Book  ........................................  978-1-78260-884-4
Printed Workbook  .................................................  978-1-78260-791-5
Digital Workbook (for LMS)  ...................................  978-1-78260-392-4
Printed Teacher’s Book ..........................................  978-1-78260-792-2
Digital Teacher’s Book ...........................................  978-1-78260-885-1

C21 – Level 5
Printed Course Book  .............................................  978-1-78260-793-9
Interactive Course Book  ........................................  978-1-78260-886-8
Printed Workbook  .................................................  978-1-78260-794-6
Digital Workbook (for LMS)  ...................................  978-1-78260-400-6
Printed Teacher’s Book ..........................................  978-1-78260-795-3
Digital Teacher’s Book ...........................................  978-1-78260-887-5
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ENGLISH FOR
ACADEMIC PURPOSES
Products in this section include:

•  Progressive Skills in English Levels 1–4 (B1–B2) 
•  Starting Skills Levels 1–2 (A1–A2) 
•  Building Skills Levels 1–2 (A2–B1) 
•  Developing Skills Levels 1–2 (B2) 
•  English Skills for University Levels 1A–2B (A1–A2) 
•  EAS series (B1–C2) 
•  Transferrable Academic Skills Kit (TASK) (B1–C2) 
•  Access EAP series (B1–C1) 
•  50 Steps to Improving series (B2–C2) 
•  Contemporary Academic Writing (B1–B2) 
•  Passport to Academic Presentations (B2–C2) 
•  EAP Essentials 
•  Assessing EAP 
•  21st Century Skills in the ELT Classroom



An overview of our Skills in English range 
Progessive Skills in English • Starting Skills, Building Skills, Developing Skills • 
English Skills for University

Who is it for?
The award-winning Skills in English range caters for students who are either planning to enter, 
or have already begun, their higher education studies. These resources help students make the 
transition from general English to academic English.

What does it do?
The books focus on real language found in academic texts and teach academic skills from 
the lowest level, using relevant and motivating texts based on ten key knowledge areas: 
education, psychology and sociology, work and business, science and nature, the physical 
world, culture and civilization, technology, arts and media, sports and leisure, and nutrition 
and health.

How does the range fit together?
•   Progressive Skills in English: this is the most recent part of our skills range and is a four-

level course beginning at Intermediate level. It is available in two versions – one with skills 
combined in the same books (see page 10) and a new format with different skills 
covered in separate books (see page 13).

•   Starting Skills, Building Skills, Developing Skills: if you’re looking for a skills-based course 
starting at a lower level, this range starts from False Beginner and focuses on individual skills.

•   English Skills for University: a two-level course for False Beginner students in higher 
education, packaged as four combined Course Book/Workbooks (one per semester).

About the authors
Terry Phillips and Anna Phillips have been involved in ELT for more than 35 years. They have 
owned language schools and provided consultancy and training services for state and private 
organizations. Since 1990, they have been full-time writers, publishing more than 160 books 
on all aspects of ELT.

“The common-core knowledge in  
this series is the next big step for  
ELT to take in the 21st century.”
David Crystal

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    EAP 13



TERRY PHILLIPS AND ANNA PHILLIPS • INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1–B2/IELTS 4.0–6.0

Progressive Skills in English  
A complete multimedia academic English course to prepare students for entry into English-medium study

Progressive Skills in English is a four-level course for students  
who need to study in English at tertiary level. The course  
targets students with Intermediate to Upper Intermediate  
English ability (CEFR: B1–B2, IELTS: 4.0–6.0) and is perfect  
for pre- and in-sessional use.

Why use Progressive Skills in English?
•   The course uses authentic academic material to prepare students for the 

reality of university study.

•   It includes comprehensive digital resources, including interactive Course Book 
and digital Workbook, allowing entirely online delivery.

•   Each level is extremely flexible, allowing you to schedule courses from  
25 hours to 120 hours in length, focusing on the skills your students need  
to develop. 

•   Unlike traditional tense-based courses, Progressive Skills teaches syntactic 
grammar, which is more appropriate for studying academic English. 

•   A focus on discrete skills makes it easier for students to learn. 

•   Word lists at the beginning of each section help students acquire the key 
vocabulary they will need for this course and in their wider studies. 

Progressive Skills is the perfect way to build the listening, speaking, reading  
and writing skills required for lectures, tutorials, research and written 
assignments in English. It is also ideal for students who wish to improve their 
scores in skills-based examinations for university entrance, such as IELTS.

“All that 
the university 
pre-sessional 
student needs.”
Nick Hillman,
Anglia Ruskin University

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap14



How is Progressive Skills structured?
•   Each level includes a Course Book, interactive Course Book, Workbook,  

digital Workbook and a Teacher’s Book.

•   Each level of the course is divided into five thematic areas, covering a broad  
range of topics that students will encounter in their chosen disciplines.

•   Pre-, post- and theme-by-theme tests (which cover all four skills and include  
audio) are available for free and allow you to track students’ progress.

•   Additionally, the course includes three important elements: 
•  Everyday English lessons provide students with ‘survival English’ for university life. 
•  Portfolio lessons integrate all the skills and sub-skills covered in each theme.  
•  Knowledge quizzes test students’ understanding in an enjoyable way.

Digital resources
Each level includes a fully interactive Course Book and a digital Workbook  
(available as a SCORM package or via our online platform). These resources  
provide comprehensive practice and can be used to deliver a paper-free course. 

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    EAP 15



Progressive Skills in English  
Levels 1 to 4

“They are truly  
excellent resources.”
Luciano DiTano, Walsall College

“It’s a terrific  
Course Book with 
a highly effective 
Workbook, too.”
William Dealy, Embassy CES, Melbourne

The course provides clear, practical strategies 
to help students cope with real-time  
listening in lectures and seminars.

Pronunciation Checks help 
students with phoneme 

discrimination, stress and 
intonation.

Skills Checks revise and practise key 
academic sub-skills in a practical way.

The course focuses on the syntactic 
grammar actually used in academic English, 
rather than relying on the traditional 

tense-based approach.

Progressive Skills in English – Level 1
Level 1 Course Book  ......................... 978-1-78260-619-2
Level 1 Workbook  ............................. 978-1-78260-620-8
Level 1 Teacher’s Book  ...................... 978-1-78260-621-5
Level 1 Interactive Course Book  ......... 978-1-78260-863-9
Level 1 Digital Workbook  ................... 978-1-78260-864-6

Progressive Skills in English – Level 2
Level 2 Course Book  ......................... 978-1-78260-622-2
Level 2 Workbook  ............................. 978-1-78260-623-9
Level 2 Teacher’s Book  ...................... 978-1-78260-624-6
Level 2 Interactive Course Book  ......... 978-1-78260-865-3
Level 2 Digital Workbook  ................... 978-1-78260-866-0

Progressive Skills in English – Level 3
Level 3 Course Book  ......................... 978-1-78260-625-3
Level 3 Workbook  ............................. 978-1-78260-626-0
Level 3 Teacher’s Book  ...................... 978-1-78260-627-7
Level 3 Interactive Course Book  ......... 978-1-78260-867-7
Level 3 Digital Workbook  ................... 978-1-78260-868-4

Progressive Skills in English – Level 4
Level 4 Course Book  ......................... 978-1-78260-671-0
Level 4 Workbook  ............................. 978-1-78260-672-7
Level 4 Teacher’s Book  ...................... 978-1-78260-673-4
Level 4 Interactive Course Book  ......... 978-1-78260-869-1
Level 4 Digital Workbook  ................... 978-1-78260-870-7

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap16



These separate skills editions contain the 
same content as the combined skills books, 
but allow you to focus on discrete skills to 
address particular areas of weakness.

Separate skills editions 

Progressive Skills in English – Level 1
Listening & Speaking Course Book & Workbook  ........  978-1-90861-400-1
Listening & Speaking Teacher’s Book  ....................  978-1-90861-401-8
Reading Course Book & Workbook  .......................  978-1-90861-402-5
Reading Teacher’s Book  .......................................  978-1-90861-403-2
Writing Course Book & Workbook  .........................  978-1-90861-404-9
Writing Teacher’s Book  .........................................  978-1-90861-405-6

Progressive Skills in English – Level 2
Listening & Speaking Course Book & Workbook  ........  978-1-90861-406-3
Listening & Speaking Teacher’s Book  ....................  978-1-90861-407-0
Reading Course Book & Workbook  .......................  978-1-90861-408-7
Reading Teacher’s Book  .......................................  978-1-90861-409-4
Writing Course Book & Workbook  .........................  978-1-90861-410-0
Writing Teacher’s Book  .........................................  978-1-90861-411-7

Progressive Skills in English – Level 3
Listening & Speaking Course Book & Workbook  ........  978-1-90861-412-4
Listening & Speaking Teacher’s Book  ....................  978-1-90861-413-1
Reading Course Book & Workbook  .......................  978-1-90861-414-8
Reading Teacher’s Book  .......................................  978-1-90861-415-5
Writing Course Book & Workbook  .........................  978-1-90861-416-2
Writing Teacher’s Book  .........................................  978-1-90861-417-9

Progressive Skills in English – Level 4
Listening & Speaking Course Book & Workbook  ........  978-1-90861-418-6
Listening & Speaking Teacher’s Book  ....................  978-1-90861-419-3
Reading Course Book & Workbook  .......................  978-1-90861-420-9
Reading Teacher’s Book  .......................................  978-1-90861-421-6
Writing Course Book & Workbook  .........................  978-1-90861-422-3
Writing Teacher’s Book  .........................................  978-1-90861-423-0
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TERRY PHILLIPS AND ANNA PHILLIPS • FALSE BEGINNER TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–B2/IELTS 2.0–6.0

Starting Skills • Building Skills •  
Developing Skills 
For students from False Beginner to Upper Intermediate level, teaches all skills

The material in the Starting – Building – Developing series focuses on individual 
skills and starts at a lower level than Progressive Skills in English. As the series 
develops and students become more proficient, there is progressive integration of 
skills within each section. Starting Skills 1 and 2 are ideal for college and university 
students who are False Beginners, i.e., those students who have not achieved their 
full potential in English at school. Building Skills 1 and 2 are designed for students 
on foundation courses who need to begin integrating English into their programme 
of college or university study. Developing Skills 1 and 2 are ideal for students at an 
Upper Intermediate level who may also need to access English for research or who 
are preparing for English-medium study.

COMPREHENSIVE
• Covers the four key skills, plus 

vocabulary and grammar

• Teacher’s Books include 
facsimiles of Course Book 
pages at the appropriate point 
in each unit

• Provides over 800 hours of 
material from False Beginner to 
Upper Intermediate level

• Includes tests for each unit of 
each skill, plus mid-course and 
end-of-course tests

PEDAGOGICALLY SOUND
• Covers appropriate academic 

grammar, not just tense-based 
grammar

• Teaches necessary sub-skills 
to enable successful practice 
and development of skills

• Employs the widely accepted 
principle of ‘noticing’ – 
contextualizing points in texts 
before actually teaching them

TRANSPARENT METHODOLOGY
• The discrete skills 

organization allows the teacher 
to focus on each point and 
actually teach it

• Skills Check boxes make 
learning tasks overt

• Resources in a separate 
section within the book make 
revision and reuse easy

• Detailed teaching notes 
include methodology and 
language and culture notes

Building Skills 1
Course Book with audio CDs (x3) ........  978-1-85964-631-1
Workbook with audio CDs (x2)  ........  978-1-85964-632-8
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-633-5

Building Skills 2
Course Book with audio CDs (x3) ........  978-1-85964-635-9
Workbook with audio CDs (x2)  ........  978-1-85964-636-6
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-637-3

Developing Skills 1
Course Book with audio CDs (x4) ........  978-1-85964-638-0
Workbook with audio CDs (x2)  ........  978-1-85964-639-7
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-640-3

Developing Skills 2
Course Book with audio CDs (x4) ........  978-1-85964-641-0
Workbook with audio CDs (x2)  ........  978-1-85964-642-7
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-643-4

Starting Skills 1
Course Book with audio CDs (x3) ........  978-1-85964-602-1
Workbook with audio CD (x1) ...........  978-1-85964-603-8
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-604-5

Starting Skills 2
Course Book with audio CDs (x4) ........  978-1-85964-606-9
Workbook with audio CD (x1) ...........  978-1-85964-607-6
Teacher’s Book  ...............................  978-1-85964-608-3

“… topics and 
tasks are  
appropriate for 
all learners …”
Helen Armstrong,  

University of Teeside

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap18



English Skills for University

English Skills for University
Level 1A Course Book/Workbook with audio CDs (x3)  .....  978-1-85964-644-1
Level 1A Teacher’s Book  ...............................................  978-1-85964-646-5
Level 1B Course Book/Workbook with audio CDs (x3)  .....  978-1-85964-668-7
Level 1B Teacher’s Book  ..............................................  978-1-90757-513-6

TERRY PHILLIPS AND ANNA PHILLIPS • FALSE BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–A2/IELTS 2.0–3.0

UNITS FROM COURSE BOOK 1A

UNITS FROM COURSE BOOK 2A

UNITS FROM COURSE BOOK 1B

UNITS FROM COURSE BOOK 2B

• Education

• Daily Life

• Work and Business

• Science and Nature

• The Physical World

• Education

• Daily Life 

• Work and Business

• Science and Nature

• The Physical World

• Culture and Civilization

• Inventions and Discoveries

• Art and Literature

• Sports and Leisure

• Nutrition and Health

• Culture and Civilization

• They Made Our World

• Media and Literature

• Sports and Leisure

• Nutrition and Health

English Skills for University
Level 2A Course Book/Workbook with audio CDs (x3)  .....  978-1-85964-645-8
Level 2A Teacher’s Book  ..............................................  978-1-85964-647-2
Level 2B Course Book/Workbook with audio CDs (x3)  .....  978-1-90757-547-1
Level 2B Teacher’s Book  ..............................................  978-1-90757-548-8

English Skills for University is a two-level course for False Beginner students in higher education, packaged as four 
combined Course Book/Workbooks (one per semester). It improves students’ listening, speaking, reading and writing 
skills, giving them the confidence to begin their university studies in English.
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The English for Academic Study series 
A university preparation course published in collaboration with the University of Reading

Garnet Education publishes the English for Academic Study (EAS) series in collaboration with practising 
teachers from the University of Reading’s International Study and Language Institute. The EAS series 
comprises eight separate EAP Course Books, covering the essential skills for English-medium study. 
The series has been designed for students on pre-sessional and foundation courses.

Why use EAS?
•   Contemporary methodology: reflects the most recent developments in EAP 

teaching, based on practical experience in the EAP classroom.

•   Multimedia support: the audio material for Listening and Speaking includes authentic 
transcripts of realistic length, with a variety of accents; the EAS Listening Course Book 
includes two audio CDs and a DVD of video extracts from authentic lectures. 

•   The series website features a variety of teacher and student resources, including 
interactive activities for EAS Speaking and EAS Extended Writing & Research Skills. 

•   The EAS Teacher’s Books provide teachers and course designers with a variety of  
routes through the books so they can be adapted to a range of teaching situations, 
from short courses to more extended timetables.

•   Photocopiable resources in Teacher’s Books reduce lesson preparation time. 

•   Augmented eBook editions are available for most EAS components. These can be 
used in the classroom on an interactive whiteboard, or by students on the device of 
their choice.

View FREE inspection copies at www.garneteducation.com/eas

American editionsalso available –see page 27

EAS    www.garneteducation.com/eas20
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COLIN CAMPBELL AND JONATHAN SMITH • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Academic Study: Listening 

KEY FEATURES
• Varied lecture styles, topics and international accents

• Extended authentic listening texts of up to ten minutes

• Free DVD provides a realistic learning environment, showing  
how visual prompts aid understanding and presentation

• Free audio CDs for self-study or homework use

• Augmented eBook available – see www.garneteducation.com/eas-ebook

English for Academic Study: Listening
Course Book with audio CDs and DVD  ......  978-1-90861-433-9
Teacher’s Book  ......................................  978-1-90861-434-6 
Student’s eBook  .....................................  978-1-78260-359-7
Teacher’s eBook  ....................................  978-1-78260-664-2

“... the publishers have 
come up with a winner.”
iT’s for Teachers

“... excellent and thorough.”
Elizabeth Morrison, Massey University, Wellington, New Zealand

EAS Listening is based on transcripts from authentic lectures recorded in 
a genuine academic environment and is ideal for students preparing for 
English-medium study.

English for Academic Study: Speaking 

KEY FEATURES
• Topic-led units develop presentation and seminar participation skills

• Reading and listening texts help generate ideas

• ‘Useful language’ sections support discussions and presentations

• Regular review units and learner diary sections consolidate work

• Audio CDs for further self-study or homework

• Useful 21-page appendix

• Augmented eBook available – see www.garneteducation.com/eas-ebook

English for Academic Study: Speaking
Course Book with audio CD  .....................  978-1-90861-441-4
Teacher’s Book  ......................................  978-1-90861-442-1
Student’s eBook  .....................................  978-1-78260-360-3
Teacher’s eBook  ....................................  978-1-78260-665-9

“… a real treasure for your 
academic classes.”
Liliana Burga Yuy for IATEFL Voices

EAS Speaking helps students develop the speaking and presentation skills they 
need to participate effectively in academic seminars and discussions.

JOAN McCORMACK AND SEBASTIAN WATKINS • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+
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JOHN SLAGHT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

JOHN SLAGHT AND ANNE PALLANT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY • 
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Academic Study: Reading 

English for Academic Study: Reading
Course Book  .................................... 978-1-90861-437-7
Teacher’s Book  ................................. 978-1-90861-438-4
Reading & Writing Source Book  .......... 978-1-90861-436-0
Student’s eBook  ................................ 978-1-78260-361-0
Teacher’s eBook  ............................... 978-1-78260-662-8
Source Book eBook  ........................... 978-1-78260-660-4

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• Strategies approach includes the use of skills such as skimming, 
scanning, search reading, careful reading and browsing

• Task-based approach mirrors authentic reading demands

• Augmented eBook available – see  
www.garneteducation.com/eas-ebook

• Authentic academic texts

• Modified for appropriate length 
and language

• Provides students with authentic 
challenges

• Styled to promote reader interest

• Updated for new edition

“Probably the most 
accessible one-stop EAP 
Reading skills book.”
Stephen O’Sullivan, Loughborough University

EAS Reading is founded on an extensive review of recent 
research into EAP writing methodology, and reflects 
the most recent developments in language teaching for 
academic purposes.

English for Academic Study:     Reading & Writing Source Book 

•  text length 
suitable for 
academic study – 
example texts 
extend over 
eight pages

For use with the Reading and 
Writing Course Books, or as 
an independent resource.

EAS    www.garneteducation.com/eas22



ANNE PALLANT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Academic Study: Writing 

English for Academic Study: Writing
Course Book  .................................... 978-1-90861-439-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................. 978-1-90861-440-7
Reading & Writing Source Book  .......... 978-1-90861-436-0
Student’s eBook  ................................ 978-1-78260-359-7
Teacher’s eBook  ............................... 978-1-78260-663-5
Source Book eBook  ........................... 978-1-78260-660-4

KEY FEATURES

KEY FEATURES

• The course adopts a four-fold approach to reflect the complex 
demands of academic writing:

• The process approach

• The development of critical thinking in writing

• The microskills of writing, e.g., effective introductions and 
conclusions, and effective paragraphing

• The importance of genre

• Augmented eBook available – see  
www.garneteducation.com/eas-ebook

“… an impressive, 
user-friendly  
course book …”
Margaret Bade for the TESOLANZ Journal

“Excellent 
set of texts.”
Rob Naish, University of
the West of England

An integrated approach to writing, making use of authentic 
reading texts as a starting point for writing development.

English for Academic Study:     Reading & Writing Source Book 
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JOAN McCORMACK AND JOHN SLAGHT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.5–7.5+

English for Academic Study:
Extended Writing & Research Skills 

KEY FEATURES
• Step-by-step process for completing written tasks

• Detailed advice and model answers

• Authentic source materials used to produce a piece of extended writing

• Dedicated website with interactive activities

• Augmented eBook available – see www.garneteducation.com/eas-ebook

English for Academic Study: 
Extended Writing & Research Skills
Course Book  ...................................  978-1-90861-430-8
Teacher’s Book  ................................  978-1-90861-431-5
Student’s eBook  ...............................  978-1-78260-363-4
Teacher’s eBook  ..............................  978-1-78260-661-1

“A very useful resource which  
introduces students to EAP in  
a simple, structured way.”
Duncan Rose, British Council, Singapore

EAS Extended Writing & Research Skills takes students step-by-step through 
the process of producing an extended piece of academic writing, using authentic 
source materials to help them develop the necessary writing and research skills.

EAS    www.garneteducation.com/eas24



KEY FEATURES
• Each unit is divided into three stages, moving from basic structures to more 

complex ones

• Full explanations and examples, followed by extensive practice exercises

• End-of-unit self-check tests

• Appendices on: articles, describing data, referring to academic sources,  
and a sample student essay

• Full answer key available on the series website

English for Academic Study: 
Grammar for Writing
Study Book  .....................................  978-1-78260-070-1

“… an excellent title 
for self-study …”
Wayne Trotman for EL Gazette

EAS Grammar for Writing is a graded self-study course that will help students 
improve their academic writing. It will build their confidence in understanding and 
using grammar for written assignments, so they can write accurate English and 
communicate more effectively in academic contexts.

ANNE VICARY • INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED: CEFR LEVEL B1–C1/IELTS 4.0–6.5

English for Academic Study:
Grammar for Writing 
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JONATHAN SMITH AND ANNETTE MARGOLIS • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Academic Study: Pronunciation

KEY FEATURES
• Academic vocabulary focus

• Pronunciation of individual sounds

• Syllables and word stress

• Understanding word stress patterns

• Sentence stress and speaker choice

• Sounds in connected speech

English for Academic Study: 
Pronunciation
Study Book with audio CDs (x2)  ......... 978-1-90861-435-3

“This self-study course, which enables  
students to approach listening  
via pronunciation, is a valuable aid  
to differentiation in EAP classes.  
It has proved very popular!”
Amanda Smith, INTO Manchester

EAS Pronunciation is for students who need to communicate clearly and effectively 
in an academic environment in English. The course helps students develop their 
pronunciation to a level that enables the listener to understand them with ease.

COLIN CAMPBELL • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Academic Study: Vocabulary 

KEY FEATURES
• Academic vocabulary from approximately 500 high-frequency word families

• Vocabulary topic analysis followed by focused practice

• Study tip and language note boxes give essential self-study tips for revising

• Diagnostic test for self-assessment and improvement

English for Academic Study: 
Vocabulary
Study Book  ..................................... 978-1-90861-443-8

“... an excellent self-study 
book ... provides  
extensive practice.”
Margaret Oertig for the ETAS Journal

EAS Vocabulary provides students with systematic practice in using key academic 
words and illustrates how to use information in a dictionary to gain a more effective 
and appropriate use of vocabulary. Intended for self-study outside formal classes, 
the book includes a complete answer key, as well as an achievement test that can 
be used before or following the course to test students’ knowledge and progress.

EAS    www.garneteducation.com/eas26



LISTENING/SPEAKING & PRONUNCIATION/READING & WRITING/VOCABULARY: UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: 
TOEFL 500–600/IELTS 5.0–7.0
EXTENDED WRITING & RESEARCH SKILLS: UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: TOEFL 525–600+/IELTS 5.5–7.5

The English for Academic Study series – 
American English edition 

The American edition of the English for Academic Study series comprises five 
separate EAP course books: Listening, Speaking & Pronunciation, Reading & 
Writing, Vocabulary and Extended Writing & Research Skills. The series has been 
designed for students on ESL courses within a TOEFL range of 500–600.

Features include: unit summaries at the end of every unit, with opportunities for 
students to reflect on what they have done; a glossary of useful terms; helpful 
study tips; and web resources for further study.

Additional free resources at www.englishforacademicstudy.com

This free website 
gives students access 
to weblinks for each 
Course Book unit and 
provides teachers with 
downloadable handouts 

and additional activities 
to consolidate skills.

English for Academic Study:
Listening
Course Book with audio CDs (x2)  .......  978-1-85964-538-3
Instructor’s Manual  .........................  978-1-85964-539-0

Speaking & Pronunciation
Course Book with audio CDs (x2)  .......  978-1-85964-569-7
Instructor’s Manual  .........................  978-1-85964-575-8

Reading & Writing
Course Book  ...................................  978-1-85964-555-0
Instructor’s Manual  .........................  978-1-85964-574-1

Vocabulary
Study Book  .....................................  978-1-85964-551-2

Extended Writing & Research Skills
Course Book  ...................................  978-1-85964-548-2
Instructor’s Manual  .........................  978-1-85964-549-9

US ENGLISH
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AMANDA FAVA-VERDÉ, CLARE NUKUI, ELISABETH WILDING, ET AL • INTERMEDIATE TO NATIVE SPEAKER: CEFR LEVEL B1+/TOEFL 450–625+/IELTS 4.0+

Transferable Academic Skills Kit (TASK)
A modular academic skills course developed in collaboration with the University of Reading

This flexible learning resource has been carefully designed to develop the key 
transferable skills that promote students’ success in university and college study. 
Whether you are a student or a teacher, the TASK series provides a tried and tested 
teaching and learning tool suitable for a broad range of academic disciplines.

A series of supported exercises relates theory to practice and provides students with 
the tools to develop a framework of skills that can then be used in a wide range of 
contexts both inside and outside the academic world.

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap28



TASK – American English edition

TASK  
Course Book (US Edition)  ..................... 978-1-78260 -287-3
TASK 
Instructor’s Manual (US Edition) ............. 978-1-78260-294-1

Transferable: Carefully designed to link learning with outcome.  
Skills transferable to:

• all faculties

• the professional world

• an international audience

Flexible: Takes into account the wide-ranging needs of institutions 
around the world.

•  Modular design: available as a boxed set containing all  
10 modules, or as individual modules

• Can be used as a taught course or for self-study

Motivating: Improves students’ study skills.

• Scaffolded activities for maximum student involvement

• Clear outcomes

• Web work and extension activities for further study

MODULES

 1 Academic Culture

 2  Group Work & Projects

 3 Critical Thinking

 4 Essay Writing

 5 Scientific Writing

 6 Research & Online Sources

 7 Referencing & Avoiding Plagiarism

 8 Presentations

 9 Assessments, Exams & Review

 10 Numeracy

Transferable Academic Skills Kit (TASK)
Boxed edition (x10)  ............................. 978-1-78260-202-6

1 Academic Culture
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-176-0
2 Group Work & Projects
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-177-7
3 Critical Thinking
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-178-4
4 Essay Writing
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-179-1
5 Scientific Writing
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-180-7
6 Research & Online Sources
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-181-4
7 Referencing & Avoiding Plagiarism
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-182-1
8 Presentations 
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-183-8
9 Assessments, Exams & Revision
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-184-5
10 Numeracy
Student’s Book  ................................... 978-1-78260-185-2

TASK Teacher’s Book  ........................... 978-1-78260-252-1

TASK Teacher’s eBook  .......................... 978-1-78260-203-3 
 

TASK is also available inAmerican Englishas a combined Course Book

US ENGLISH
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SUE ARGENT AND OLWYN ALEXANDER • INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1/IELTS 4.0–5.0

Access EAP: Foundations
Part one of an integrated EAP language and skills course for Intermediate learners

Written by two of the authors of the highly successful EAP 
Essentials, the first part of this two-level integrated skills 
course teaches academic language and competence to 
Intermediate learners.

Access EAP: Foundations is based on real student 
life and prepares students for the tasks that they will 
face while doing an English-medium degree. Each unit 
follows the progress of three students in their first year 
at university as they have discussions, listen to lectures, 
read texts, work on assignments and make choices 
about how to study. Students will develop the language 
they need to meet the expectations of their lecturers, 
comparing ideas, explaining cause-effect relationships, 
interpreting data, writing assignments and emails and 
joining in discussions.

“... just what we need.”
Christine Woollin, University of Portsmouth

“... a really excellent book.”
Beverley Dickinson, Nottingham Trent University

Access EAP: Foundations
Course Book with audio CDs (x2)  .......  978-1-85964-524-6
Teacher’s Book  ................................  978-1-85964-571-0

UNITS

• Preparing for university  
studies

• Freshers’ week

• First steps and new routines

• Finding information

• New ideas and new  
concepts

• Borrowing and using ideas

• Something to say

• Linking ideas

• Supporting ideas

• Exams

Ideal for students on foundation courses

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap30



The second part of this two-level course teaches academic language and 
study competence to Upper Intermediate and Advanced learners who are 
about to enter higher education programmes.

“It is informative, insightful,  
and innovative. Teachers will be 
inspired and students enlightened,  
equipped and empowered!” 
Copyright BEBC Review Panel 2014

SUE ARGENT AND OLWYN ALEXANDER • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED: CEFR LEVEL B2–C1/IELTS 5.5–6.5

Access EAP: Frameworks
Part two of an integrated EAP language and skills course for Upper Intermediate to Advanced learners

KEY FEATURES
• Builds language and study competence across 

key academic themes

• Integrates language and study skills, reflecting 
the reality of academic life

• Frames teaching and learning around university 
expectations

• Contextualizes IELTS, TOEFL and other gateway 
examinations within a wider EAP programme

• Presents authentic academic genres across 
diverse subject specialisms

Access EAP: Frameworks
Course Book with audio DVD  .............  978-1-85964-558-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................  978-1-85964-572-7
Course Book eBook edition  ...............  978-1-78260-223-1 
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order

UNITS
• Starting points

• Looking backwards and forwards

• Key concepts and tools

• Resources for research

• Speaking for yourself

• Cultures and systems

• Academic integrity

• Critical reading and  
academic argument

• Evidence from research

• Entering university

eBook editionavailable
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CHRIS SOWTON • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO NATIVE SPEAKER: CEFR LEVEL B2+/IELTS 5.0+

50 Steps to Improving Your Academic Writing 
A step-by-step guide to improving your academic writing

UNITS
• Understanding Academic Convention

• Researching Your Essay

• Preparing to Write

• Organizing Your Text

• Making Your Writing More ‘Academic’

• Developing Your Writing Style

• Using Functional Language in Your Writing

• Enriching Your Vocabulary

• Improving Your Grammar

• Finalizing Your Writing

50 Steps to Improving Your  
Academic Writing
Study Book  .....................................  978-1-85964-655-7 
eBook edition  ..................................  978-1-78260-052-7 
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order

50 Steps to Improving Your Academic 
Writing addresses the challenges facing 
every international student beginning 
a programme of academic study. This 
comprehensive guide provides everything 
students need to write well-constructed 
academic essays in higher education. It is 
packed full of information that is critical to 
getting better marks, including:

• how to apply critical thinking skills
• how to include proper referencing
• how to strengthen arguments
• how to avoid plagiarism

50 Steps is arranged in an order that 
mirrors best practice in academic essay 
writing: researching, planning, writing  
and then proofreading an essay. 

“An extremely useful 
book … answers all 
those questions  
other textbooks  
leave unanswered.”
Anne Marie Bradley,  
University of the West of Scotland

CHRIS SOWTON • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO NATIVE SPEAKER: CEFR LEVEL B2+/IELTS 5.0+

50 Steps to Improving Your Grammar 
A step-by-step guide to improving grammar

UNITS

• What is grammar? 

• Nouns and pronouns

• Verbs

• Adjectives and adverbs

• Conjunctions, prepositions 
and determiners

• Sentence structure

• Grammar for specific purposes

• Grammatical precision

• Punctuation and spelling

• Academic grammar

50 Steps to Improving Your Grammar 
Study Book  .....................................  978-1-78260-222-4
eBook edition  ..................................  978-1-78260-225-5 
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order

50 Steps to Improving Your Grammar builds on the 
success of 50 Steps to Improving Your Academic 
Writing and takes the user through a comprehensive 
sequence of stages designed for the benefit of 
international students. The book clearly differentiates 
the grammatical requirements needed in a variety of 
contexts, for example in business, study or everyday 
conversation. The step-by-step guide is packed full  
of information critical to achieving grammatical  
accuracy, including:

• building on existing knowledge of grammar
•  the most important areas of grammar that help  

to communicate more effectively in English
•  checking understanding of key areas of grammar 

with clear activities and exercises
•  demonstrating that English grammar is not as  

difficult as people think

50 Steps to Improving Your Grammar is arranged in  
an order that reflects best practice, beginning with 
word class and progressing through sentence 
structure, punctuation and style.

“If there is just one 
grammar text to 
possess, this may 
well be it.”
Peter Benedict Wilson, 
Western Sydney University, 
Australia
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CHRIS SOWTON • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED: CEFR LEVEL B1–B2/IELTS 5.5–6.5+

Contemporary Academic Writing
A new approach to writing academic essays

Contemporary Academic Writing
Course Book  ...................................  978-1-78260-344-3 

UNITS
• Language
• Culture
• Demography
• Environment
• International Affairs
• History
• Migration
• Technology
• Health
• Lifestyle
• UScience
• Psychology

Contemporary Academic Writing 
represents a new and interesting 
approach to writing academic essays, 
providing staged support and guidance 
from the sentence level right through 
to whole text. There is a strong focus 
on the high-frequency language and 
grammatical structures which are found 
in academic writing. The course employs 
a collaborative approach, whereby 
students are encouraged to work things 
out for themselves so as to deepen their 
understanding, thus enabling them to use 
this knowledge in real-life situations.
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Passport to Academic Presentations 
A course for students giving oral academic presentations in colleges and universities

KEY FEATURES
• Audio CD for further self-study  

and listening practice

• Tips for successful presentations

• Step-by-step coverage of the oral 
presentation process

• Focus on key language and 
pronunciation areas

• Online material includes extended 
learning through filmed presentations 
and interactive exercises

UNITS
• Getting started 

• Organizing your material 

• Dealing with questions and answers

• Creating more impact

• Using visual aids

• Giving persuasive presentations

DOUGLAS BELL • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

Passport to Academic Presentations
Student’s Book with audio CD  ............  978-1-90861-468-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................  978-1-90861-469-8
Teacher’s Book eBook edition  ............  978-1-78260-231-6 
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order

Oral presentations have become an increasingly important feature of Higher 
Education; developing abilities in this area can be crucial for students’ academic 
success. Passport to Academic Presentations aims to demystify the entire oral 
presentation process by examining each of the different stages in turn. No prior 
knowledge is assumed, and students are gradually introduced to a set of core 
language and skills, allowing them to tackle oral presentations in an academic 
context with increased confidence and fluency. 

Includes FREEonline videopresentations

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap34



KEY FEATURES CHAPTERS
• The latest research adapted for classroom use

• Practical approach allows teachers immediate 
engagement with EAP materials

• Real case studies document classroom experience 
of teachers and students

• Downloadable classroom resources provide a large 
number of well-trialled materials that can be copied 
for use within the classroom

• Written by EAP trainers from Heriot-Watt University

• The context of EAP

• Text analysis

• Course design

• Reading

• Vocabulary

• Writing

• Listening and speaking

• Critical thinking

• Student autonomy

• Assessment

EAP Essentials: 
A teacher’s guide to principles and practice
A handbook of best practice for teachers of English for Academic Purposes

EAP Essentials
Teacher’s Book with audio CD  .........  978-1-78260-666-6
eBook edition  .................................  978-1-78260-667-3

“For teachers who find themselves 
catapulted into devising and 
running international courses, 
this book could be a godsend.”
Charles Rankin, for English Teaching Professional

OLWYN ALEXANDER, SUE ARGENT AND JENIFER SPENCER

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    EAP 35

eBook editionavailable

2nd 
edition



KEY FEATURES TOPICS
• Presents a blend of theory, 

research and exercises to 
develop skills in assessment 
amongst EAP practitioners

• Includes exercises and 
materials for EAP teachers 
and assessors to use with 
students, admissions tutors 
and other individuals who 
may need to understand EAP 
assessments and interpret 
their results

• Bridges the gap between 
theory and practice in EAP 
assessment

• Determining and understanding EAP assessment purpose

• Using test specifications to build EAP tests

• Selecting and describing the EAP skills to assess

• Identifying and drawing material from academic subject domains

• Collaborating with teachers of other academic subjects

• Piloting, prototyping and field-testing EAP tests

• Marking and developing scales and grading criteria for EAP tests

• Understanding the results of EAP tests

• Using statistics to analyse and interpret EAP tests

• Ethical considerations and dilemmas in EAP testing

• The implications of washback in EAP testing

• Supporting students involved in EAP testing

• Communicating with admissions tutors and stakeholders of  
EAP Assessment

• Learning from large-scale commercial EAP tests

• EAP assessment voices – case studies and critical incidents  
in EAP assessment

Assessing EAP: 
Theory and practice in Assessment Literacy

Assessing EAP
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-78260-226-2
eBook edition  .................................. 978-1-78260-242-2

ANTHONY MANNING

EAP    www.garneteducation.com/eap36
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Includes contributions from ELT experts including 
Nik Peachey, Gavin Dudeney, JJ Wilson and 
Nicola Meldrum.

21st Century Skills in the ELT Classroom – A guide 
for teachers is part of the new Garnet Teaching 
Skills Kit (TSK) series of teacher handbooks.  
Each book in the TSK series will follow a narrative 
from the point of view of the teacher, to support 
and inform ELT teachers in their profession. The 
books will have a practical, ‘classroom-ready’ 
focus underpinned by theory presented in an 
accessible way.

This title is a teacher reference book designed to 
support teachers through the integration of 21st 
century skills into mainstream ELT, EAP and ESP 
courses. The introduction of 21st century skills into 
ELT materials is increasingly prevalent and can 
present teachers with a number of challenges. 
This book provides the ideas and support needed 
to integrate 21st century skills work into ELT 
teaching practice.

We hope readers will be able to apply the 
underpinning theories, general principles and, 
above all, practical ideas in the book to their  
day-to-day teaching.

CHAPTERS

• 21st Century Skills – an Overview

•  Creativity and Innovation in  
ELT Classes

•  Critical Thinking and Problem-solving in ELT

•  Communication and Collaboration  
in ELT Classes

•  Information, Media and Technology Skills

• Global Citizenship in ELT Classes

• 21st Century Skills and ELT

•  21st Century Skills in ELT –  
the Challenges

• Reflections on the Future

21st Century Skills in the ELT Classroom 
A guide for teachers

21st Century Skills in the ELT Classroom
Printed book  .................................... 978-1-78260-674-1
eBook edition  .................................. 978-1-78260-832-5

EDITED BY CHRISTOPHER GRAHAM

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    EAP 37

New
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ENGLISH FOR
SPECIFIC ACADEMIC
PURPOSES
Products in this section include:

•  The English for Specific Academic Purposes series (B2–C2) 
•  Moving into ESAP (A2–B1)  
•  English for Islamic Studies (B1–C1)



The English for Specific 
Academic Purposes series
A faculty-specific series for students in higher education

English for Specific Academic Purposes is an award-winning series of skills-based courses designed to help students 
enter English-medium tertiary-level study in a wide range of academic disciplines.

The ESAP 2nd edition Course Books include new texts, graphics, images and academic source material addressing 
recent developments in each field. There are new exercises to practise the skills and functional language from the course 
– particularly for key spoken academic language – and the skills syllabus has been updated to reflect the current needs 
of international students in an English-speaking academic environment, for example, researching sources on Google 
Scholar and using online dictionaries. The new design includes cross-references from each Vocabulary Bank and Skills 
Bank section to relevant exercises in the unit. The Teacher’s Books have also been extensively revised.

The 2nd edition also introduces an exciting range of additional components  
for each title:
•  Digital Workbook
•  Quizlet vocabulary practice (web/app)
•   Supplementary worksheets and other online teaching resources  

(signposted throughout the Teacher’s Book)

SERIES DEVISED BY TERRY PHILLIPS • UPDATED FOR THE 2ND EDITION BY EDWARD ALDEN •  
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

Course Book

GARNET
E D U C A T I O N

E n g l i s h  f o r  S p e c i f i c  A c a d e m i c  P u r p o s e s

Marian Dunn, David Howey & Amanda Ilic 
with Nicholas Regan

English for

in Higher Education Studies

Mechanical 
Engineering

2ND 
EDITION

Course Book

GARNET
E D U C A T I O N

E n g l i s h  f o r  S p e c i f i c  A c a d e m i c  P u r p o s e s

Patrick Fitzgerald and Marie McCullagh 

English for

in Higher Education Studies

Computing

2ND 
EDITION

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    ESAP 39

GARNET EDUCATION + QUIZLET
The ESAP 2nd editions include 
custom-made vocabulary practice 
activities on Quizlet, the world’s 
largest student and teacher online 
learning community. These activities 
allow students to practise all the key 
subject vocabulary from each course 
in unit-by-unit sets. Each vocabulary 
set is accessible via a QR code printed 
in the Course Book, as well as via 
Garnet Education’s Quizlet webpage: 
https://quizlet.com/en-gb/features/
garneteducation

2nd 
edition

Suitable for students with an English level of Upper Intermediate (CEFR B2), each 
ESAP course contains 12 units, with each unit based around a core topic from 
the relevant academic discipline. Each unit provides between four and six hours 
of classroom activity, with the added flexibility of additional online resources for 
classroom use and the new digital Workbooks and Quizlet, both of which can be 
used for self-study. As a core component of a faculty-specific pre-sessional or 
foundation course, each ESAP course therefore provides at least 50–80 hours of 
teaching material along with an optional self-study component of 40+ hours.

The Teacher’s Books contain full methodology notes for all lessons, with 
introductions and closures, and answer keys for all exercises – including model 
answers for open-ended activities. 

All of the English for Specific Academic Purposes authors are experts in their 
fields, chosen by Garnet Education for their knowledge of the subject area 
covered by their particular title. The series won the Duke of Edinburgh English-
Speaking Union English Language Award in 2009.
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New
Digital Workbook

Course Book

Updated skills syllabus 
and subject content 

2nd 

edition

More extensive practice 
of receptive skills 
(reading/listening) to 
activate productive skills 
(writing/speaking) 

Revised Vocabulary 
Banks and Skills 
Banks with in-text 
markers for reference 
and revision 

Systematic approach 
to developing academic 
skills through authentic 
academic material

New audio with extracts 
from faculty lectures 
and seminars, for use in 
lessons and for self-study 

The digital Workbook includes a wide 
range of activities and exercise types that 
are closely integrated with the Course 
Book to provide targeted practice of the 
vocabulary and skills presented in the 
course. Extra practice for the receptive 
skills is given through reading/listening 
passages in the style of the Course Book 
texts. There is structured work on the 
relevant productive skill (writing/speaking) 
at the end of each unit.

The digital Workbook has been designed 
for use on desktop and tablet devices 
so that students can have an intuitive, 
immersive learning experience anywhere.

All exercises are auto-marked, giving 
students immediate feedback and 
allowing the teacher to monitor each 
student’s progress.

Structured, extensive 
listening/reading exercises 
to develop students’ 
lecture/research skills 

Targeted practice 
of the Course 
Book contents 

Easy-to-use, 
intuitive interface 

Self-marking exercises 



Course Book

GARNET
E D U C A T I O N

E n g l i s h  f o r  S p e c i f i c  A c a d e m i c  P u r p o s e s

Patrick Fitzgerald and Marie McCullagh 

English for

in Higher Education Studies

Computing

2ND 
EDITION

Course Book

GARNET
E D U C A T I O N

E n g l i s h  f o r  S p e c i f i c  A c a d e m i c  P u r p o s e s

Marian Dunn, David Howey & Amanda Ilic 
with Nicholas Regan

English for

in Higher Education Studies

Mechanical 
Engineering

2ND 
EDITION

UNITS
• What is medicine?

• Achievements in medicine

• Basic principles in medicine

• Digital technologies in medicine

• Causes and effects of disease

• Biology and pharmacology

• Clinical setting: acute care

• Clinical setting: primary care

• Non-clinical setting: public health

• Evidence-based practice  
in medicine

• Ethical issues in medicine

• The future of medicine

UNITS
• What is computing?

• Achievements in computing

• Basic principles of computing systems

• Information storage and retrieval

• The impact of hardware developments

• Networks and networking

• Software developments

• Human–computer interaction

• Approaches to project management  
in computing

• Project-managing complex  
computer systems

• Ethical, legal and environmental issues 
in computing

• The future of computing

UNITS
• What is engineering?

• Engineering achievements

• Forces on materials

• Technology in manufacturing

• MEMS and nanotechnology

• Friction

• The future of cars: battery power

• Engineering and sustainability

• Health and safety

• Accident analysis in construction

• Wind turbines

• Water engineering

English for Medicine
Course Book & digital Workbook  ............  978-1-78260-762-5
Course eBook & digital Workbook  ..........  978-1-78260-856-1
Teacher’s Book  ....................................  978-1-78260-763-2
Teacher’s eBook  ..................................  978-1-78260-857-8

English for Computing
Course Book & digital Workbook  ............  978-1-78260-752-6
Course eBook & digital Workbook  ..........  978-1-78260-871-4
Teacher’s Book  ....................................  978-1-78260-753-3
Teacher’s eBook  ..................................  978-1-78260-872-1

English for Mechanical Engineering
Course Book & digital Workbook  ............  978-1-78260-760-1
Course eBook & digital Workbook  ..........  978-1-78260-873-8
Teacher’s Book  ....................................  978-1-78260-761-8
Teacher’s eBook  ..................................  978-1-78260-874-5

PATRICK FITZGERALD, MARIE MCCULLAGH, ROS WRIGHT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

PATRICK FITZGERALD, MARIE MCCULLAGH • UPPER INTERMEDIATE 
TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

AMANDA ILIC, MARIAN DUNN, DAVID HOWEY, WITH NICHOLAS REGAN • 
UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Medicine – 2nd Edition

English for Computing 
– 2nd Edition

English for Mechanical Engineering 
– 2nd Edition

 To find your local distributor visit www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy    ESAP 41

Coming 
soon
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UNITS

• What is accountancy?

• Financial accounting

• Management accounting (1)

• Computers in accountancy

• Costing

• Management accounting (2)

• The accounting profession

• External reporting practice

• Corporate financial management

• Auditing

• Financial management

• Taxation

UNITS

• Agriculture and business

• Foundations of modern agriculture

• Soil and land management

• Technology and agribusiness

• People and markets

• Products and strategies

• The effective marketing manager

• Rural economies and financial 
management

• Managing financial accounts

• Food safety

• The future of farming

• The good agribusiness

UNITS

• What is banking?

• The origins of banking

• Banking institutions

• Computers in banking

• Bank performance

• Central banks

• International banking

• Offshore banking

• Banking in developing countries

• Banking and ethics

• Influences on banking standards

• Banking governance

UNITS

• What is biomedical science? 

• What do biomedical scientists do?

• Human body systems

• Computers in biomedical science

• Micro-organisms and disease

• New drug development

• Immunology and allergic 
reactions

• Genetics and medicine

• Food safety

• Animal testing

• Stem cell research

• Laboratory reports

UNITS

• The business of business

• The organization of work

• Getting the work done

• The world of technology

• People and markets

• Products and strategies

• Operations: producing the goods

• Operations: efficiency, costs  
and quality

• Managing financial accounts

• Funding company activities

• External influences

• Strategy and change

English for Accountancy
ROGER SCOTT AND JOHN ADAMS • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO  
PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Agribusiness and Agriculture
ROBIN MATHESON • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+ 

English for Banking
MARIE McLISKY • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Biomedical Science
JOHN CHRIMES • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS: 5.0–7.5+

English for Business Studies
CAROLYN WALKER WITH PAUL HARVEY • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO  
PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Accountancy
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-559-8
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-560-4

English for Agribusiness and Agriculture
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-450-8
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-451-5

English for Banking
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-935-0
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-943-5

English for Biomedical Science
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-90757 -534-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-90757-535-8

English for Business Studies
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-936-7
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-944-2
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UNITS

• Economics in the modern world

• How economics is organized

• Market economies

• Economics and technology

• Economics, globalization and 
sustainability

• Macroeconomics ... but 
microfinance!

• Saving, spending ... borrowing  
and lending!

• The economics of agriculture

• The economics of healthcare

• The economics of sport

• Labour markets

• Strategy, policy and economic 
change

UNITS

• What is electrical engineering?

• The history of electrical and  
electronic engineering

• Electric and magnetic circuits

• The world of technology

• The television

• Control systems

• Electric power generation, 
transmission and distribution

• Telecommunication

• Signal processing

• Electric cars

• Microelectromechanical systems

• Lighting engineering

UNITS

• What is environmental science?

• What do environmental  
scientists do?

• The atmosphere

• Computers in environmental 
science

• Energy resources

• Soil as a resource

• Recycling waste

• Ecosystems

• Preserving biodiversity

• Pollution

• Agriculture

• Sustainability

UNITS

• What is linguistics?

• Development in linguistics

• Language acquisition and 
learning

• Language and technology

• Language and society

• English language teaching

• Language testing

• The spread of English

• Translating and interpreting

• Discourse analysis

• Pronunciation and phonology

• Grammar

UNITS

• Law and order

• Landmarks in law

• Crimes and civil wrongs

• Computers in law

• Theft 1: the Theft Act

• Theft 2: appropriation

• Contract Law 1: consideration

• Contract Law 2: 
misrepresentation

• Employment law

• Homicide

• International law

• Human rights law

English for Economics
MARK ROBERTS • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Electrical Engineering
ROGER SMITH • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Environmental Science
RICHARD LEE • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Language and Linguistics
ANTHONY MANNING • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Law
JEREMY WALENN • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for

ECONOMICS
in Higher Education Studies

Course Book

E D U C A T I O N

� a r n e t

Series Editor: Terry Phillips

Mark Roberts

The Duke of Edinburgh
English-Speaking Union 
English Language Award

2009

WINNER

English for Economics
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-448-5
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-449-2

English for Electrical Engineering
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-90757-532-7
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-90757-533 

English for Environmental Science
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-444-7
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-445-4 

English for Language and Linguistics
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-938-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-946-6

English for Law
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-417-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-418-8
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UNITS

• What is leadership?

• Culture and change

• Organizations and operations

• Production management

• Strategy and the business 
environment

• Finance for strategy

• Budgets, decisions and risk

• People as a resource

• Developing people

• Industrial relations

• Marketing management

• Management information systems

UNITS

• What is psychology?

• Branches of psychology

• Psychology in practice

• Psychology and computers

• Freud and Jung: dreams  
and personality

• Vygotsky and Piaget: thought  
and language

• Memory and forgetting

• Madness: popular myths about 
mental health

• Personality

• Mental health: modern 
compulsions

• Parapsychology

• With the future in mind

UNITS

• What is public relations?

• Public relations activities

• Public relations research

• Careers in public relations

• PR for non-profit organizations

• Crisis communication

• Public relations regulation

• Public relations and marketing

• Public relations for corporate 
responsibility

• Financial public relations

• Current issues in public relations

• Strategy and change

UNITS

• What is tourism?

• What’s your kind of tourism?

• Hospitality research

• Careers in tourism and hospitality

• Tourism and marketing

• The business of events tourism

• The business of fun

• Hospitality marketing

• Tourism and culture

• Managing people and money

• External influences

• Information strategy and change

English for Management Studies
TONY CORBALLIS AND WAYNE JENNINGS • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO  
PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Psychology
JANE SHORT • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Public Relations
MARIE McLISKY • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

English for Tourism and Hospitality
HANS MOL • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY:  
CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

“A unique and invaluable resource for University 
Tourism Students in the 21st century.”
María Luisa Blanco, Universidad Rey Juan Carlos, Madrid,  
on English for Tourism and Hospitality

English for Management Studies
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-440-9
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-441-6

English for Psychology
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-446-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-447-8

English for Public Relations
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ........ 978-1-85964-532-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-533-8

English for Tourism and Hospitality
Course Book with audio CDs (x2) ......  978-1-85964-942-8
Teacher’s Book  ..............................  978-1-85964-950-3

“Key English legal vocabulary at your students’ fingertips. 
A great tool with authentic listening and writing exercises 
for students studying law in any country.”
Jessica Jacobs, Bocconi University, Milan, on English for Law



Moving into ESAP  
Discipline-specific English courses for Pre-Intermediate students

Moving into ESAP is a new series for students who need English for their chosen field of study.  
Unlike competing series, Moving into ESAP caters for students at a relatively low language level  
but with high aspirations and the need for a carefully targeted, content-driven course. The materials  
both help students study effectively and prepare them for the world of work. 

PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0
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KEY FEATURES

• Communicative activities focus on developing confident, 
effective communicators

• Grammar and vocabulary are carefully tailored to discipline-
specific needs; an additional Grammar reference section 
at the back of the Course Book provides extra support for 
each unit

• In addition to the four skills, the materials teach transferable 
skills that relate both to the students’ wider studies and to 
their current and future careers

• Personalized Over to you! tasks encourage student 
engagement with their own learning and with the topics

• Other key focuses include: critical thinking, project work 
and opportunities to develop self-assessment
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TOPICS INCLUDE

• Motivation at work

• Keeping the customer satisfied

• Product life cycles

• Business and the environment

ANNA PHILLIPS AND TERRY PHILLIPS • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0 

Moving into Business Studies

Moving into Business Studies
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-85964-690-8
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-85964-696-0
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-691-5

UNITS

• Companies – big and small

• It’s just the job!

• Industrial revolution

• Keeping the customer happy

• What’s my motivation?

• Who wants to be a millionaire?

• Now you’re talking

• Up, up and ... down?

• Going green

• How to get a good job
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TOPICS INCLUDE

• Motivation in healthcare

• Patient-centred care

• A career in nursing

• Healthy lifestyles

HANS MOL • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0 

Moving into Healthcare & Nursing

Moving into Healthcare & Nursing
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-90757-567-9
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-90861-446-9
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-90757-568-6

UNITS

• The world of healthcare 

• Jobs to do

• Take care

• You’re welcome!

• I like that!

• Nursing

• Get the message

• Lifestyle

• Making healthcare greener

• Finding work

TOPICS INCLUDE

• Working with machines

• Designing for safety

• Engineering and the laws of motion

• Computer-aided manufacturing

ANNA PHILLIPS AND TERRY PHILLIPS • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1+/IELTS 3.0–4.0

Moving into Engineering

Moving into Engineering
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-90757-565-5
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-90861-445-2
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-90757-566-2

UNITS

• Changing the world

• The skills you need

• Working with machines

• Fit for purpose

• Starting and stopping

• Inspiration and perspiration

• Now you’re talking

• Finding fault

• Going green

• How to get a good job
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ANNA PHILLIPS AND TERRY PHILLIPS • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1+/IELTS 3.0–4.0 

Moving into Law

Moving into Law & Law Enforcement
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-78260-253-8
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-78260-254-5
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-78260-255-2

UNITS

• It’s a crime!

• It’s just the job

• Courtroom drama

• The customer is always right

• It’s not fair!

• Who wants to be rich and famous?

• Legally speaking

• Cyber security and cyber crime

• Green footprints and the law

• How to get a good job

TOPICS INCLUDE

• Input, process and output

• Data, information and action

• The internet and the web

• Starting an ICT business

ANNA PHILLIPS AND TERRY PHILLIPS • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0 

Moving into Information Technology

Moving into Information Technology
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-78260-173-9
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-78260-174-6
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-78260-175-3

UNITS

• The world at your fingertips

• The skills you need

• From data to action

• The customer is king … and queen

• Always on

• Starting up

• Now you’re talking

• Cycle of life

• Green IT!

• How to get a good job
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TOPICS INCLUDE

• The human body

• Chemical reactions

• Genetics

• Ecosystems

ANNA PHILLIPS AND TERRY PHILLIPS • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0 

Moving into Science

Moving into Science
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-78260-167-8
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-78260-168-5
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-78260-169-2

UNITS

• Discovering the world

• It’s just the job

• Building the world

• What is life?

• E=mc2

• We’re all in it together

• Now you’re talking

• Staying in control

• Saving the planet

• How to get a good job

TOPICS INCLUDE

• The business of fun

• The four Ps of hospitality

• Starting up a tourism and  
hospitality business

• Hospitality and the environment

HANS MOL • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0−4.0

Moving into Tourism & Hospitality

Moving into Tourism & Hospitality
Course Book & audio DVD .................. 978-1-90757-553-2
Workbook & audio CD  ....................... 978-1-90861-447-6
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-90757-554-9

UNITS

• The business of fun

• Things to do

• Globetrotters and day trippers

• You’re welcome!

• What’s your motivation?

• Starting up

• Now you’re talking

• Cycle of life

• Do the right thing

• Getting a good job



KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Academic and Islamic 

vocabulary focus

• Systematic approach to 
developing academic 
skills through relevant 
content

• Focus on receptive skills 
to activate productive 
skills in the subject area

• Contains a glossary of 
Islamic terms

• Looks at and discusses 
contemporary issues  
in Islam

• My first trip abroad

• The First Muslim State  
of Medina

• Islamic art and culture

• Getting married

• Social relationships in Islam

• The Prophethood of 
Muhammad (PBUH)

• Islam and science

 • A healthy lifestyle

 • Financial matters 

 • The Hajj

 • Narrative in Islam

 • Children’s rights

 •  Interpretations of the 
Qu’ran

 •  Islam and the 
environment

English for Islamic Studies
Course Book with audio CDs (x2)  ........ 978-1-85964-563-5
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-564-2

DR AMNA BEDRI AND FIONA McGARRY • INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED: CEFR LEVEL B1–C1/IELTS 4.0–6.5

English for Islamic Studies
A course for students who need to study or discuss Islamic issues in English

An innovative course for those studying English in the context of Islamic 
beliefs, history and current issues. Ideal for students seeking to develop 
transferable academic skills and strategies, such as listening to talks and 
lectures, reading academic articles and books, taking part in discussions, 
giving presentations and writing academic essays.
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BUSINESS AND
PROFESSIONAL ENGLISH
Products in this section include:

•  Business Update: Level 1 (A2) 
•  Business Update: Level 2 (B1) 
•  English for Global Industries (B2–C2) 
•  English for the Energy Industries (A2–B1) 
•  Technical English (B1–B2) 
•  Safety First (B1–B2) 
•  Take-Off (A2–B2)



UNITS
• First contact

• Starting work

• Consumer power

• At work

• Telephone talk

• Learning the job

• What’s in a brand?

• Can I help you?

• It’s an order!

• Global reach

• The big sell

• It’s in the making!

• Bank it!

• Food for thought

• It’s an e-world

Business Update: Level 1  
A course for students who need English to work in business

HANS MOL AND JOANNE COLLIE • PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0

Business Update is an introduction to the English-speaking business world, using 
a carefully planned combination of task-based and multi-functional practice. It 
teaches specialist vocabulary and provides authentic business scenarios in which 
skills can be practised. The books prepare students for dealing with everyday office 
life, such as telephoning, working with facts and figures, taking orders and dealing 
with customer enquiries. The two levels are comprised of three components – a 
Course Book (with audio), a Workbook (with audio) and a Teacher’s Book.

Business Update: Level 1
Course Book with audio CDs  ............ 978-1-85964-659-5
Workbook with audio CD  .................. 978-1-85964-660-1
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-661-8
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Business Update: Level 2  
A course for students who need English to work in business

HANS MOL AND JOANNE COLLIE • INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1–B2/IELTS 4.0–5.0

KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Units provide 120+ hours of extensive 

practice and reference material, using 
many sectors of the business world

• Each lesson has follow-up Workbook 
activities

• A skills section accompanies each unit 
and includes authentic reading passages, 
vocabulary building, writing and research 
projects

• Pair and group activities for each lesson, 
professional training hints on what to do 
in business situations, unit-by-unit word 
lists, topic word lists (Level 1 only), and 
transcripts are also included

• People at work

• Business abroad

• The business of sport

• Selling fashion

• Business environments

• Better connections

• It’s all about the people

• Entertaining business

• How is it made?

• Money matters

• Advertise it!

• Energize!

Business Update: Level 2
Course Book with audio DVD  ............ 978-1-85964-662-5
Workbook with audio CD  .................. 978-1-85964-663-2
Teacher’s Book  ................................ 978-1-85964-664-9
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An essential handbook for professionals in the oil and gas sectors who need 
to communicate effectively in English. It includes comprehensive coverage of 
the industry in five separate sections, each divided into eight units. The course 
delivers systematic vocabulary development using a variety of semi-authentic 
texts, followed by engaging vocabulary building activities.

English for Global Industries: Oil and Gas  
A study book for industry professionals

STEVE OLIVER • UPPER INTERMEDIATE TO PROFICIENCY: CEFR LEVEL B2–C2/IELTS 5.0–7.5+

KEY FEATURES SECTIONS
• Up-to-date technical content

• Clear layout, with full-colour photographs 
and diagrams

• Advice and practice in appropriate 
learning skills

• User-friendly answer key with suggestions 
for further practice on the Internet

• The business of oil and gas

• Working on a rig

• Drilling operations

• Geophysical services

• Producing and delivering

•  vocabulary introduced in 
context through authentic 
quotations and documents•  ‘put it to work’ activities 
in each unit encourage 
learners to use the language

English for Global Industries: Oil and Gas
Study Book ....................................  978-1-85964-506-2

“… innovative and unique.”
Mark Krzanowski for the Professional and Academic English Journal
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English for the Energy Industries:  
Oil, Gas and Petrochemicals
An English course for employees in the oil, gas and petrochemicals industries
PETER LEVRAI WITH FIONA McGARRY • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–5.0

KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Essential expressions and language used 

in the industry

• Constant recycling of high-frequency 
technical terms and vocabulary

• Real-life listening and reading texts

• A communicative approach to oral 
accuracy and fluency

• Over 140 hours of skills practice activities

• A glossary of over 160 key terms

• Giving basic information

• Calculating and measuring

• Describing equipment

• Giving instructions and warnings

• Describing systems

• Talking about safety

• Making comparisons

• Describing processes and procedures

• Giving advice

English for the Energy Industries
Course Book  .............................. 978-1-85964-911-4
CDs (x2)  ................................... 978 1-85964-913-8
Teacher’s Book  .......................... 978-1-85964-912-1

“... an excellent teaching tool ...”
Journal of the English for Specific Purposes Special Interest Group, IATEFL

•  ideal for students who  
need to use technical and  semi-technical vocabulary  in the workplace

•  each unit comprises ten 
double-page lessons,  
followed by revision tests and self-assessment objectives for students to complete

This successful course is already well known in the energy industries throughout 
the world; it has been bringing essential English-speaking skills to employees in 
the industry since its introduction in 2007.
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Technical English  
A course for students who need technical English training

TERRY PHILLIPS • INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1–B2/IELTS 4.0–5.5

KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Variety of authentic text types, such as 

instruction manuals and scientific articles

• Range of listening texts, including lectures 
and dialogues

• Transferable reading and listening skills 
with grammar for clarification and support

• Authentic tasks designed to promote 
transferable skills

• Covers 500 basic technical words

• Full-colour, 120-page Course Book with 
audio CD

• Teacher’s Book, with answer key and 
transcript

• Points and lines

• Fractions and ordinals

• Arithmetic

• Surfaces and angles

• Spaces and volumes

• Measuring

• Algebra and formulas

• Natural or man-made?

• Bits and bytes

• Computer networking

• Elements and 
compounds

• States of matter

• Properties of matter

• Symbols and keys

• Structures and plans

• Forces, loads and tools

• Energy and motion

• Cells, organs and 
systems

• Chains, webs  
and cycles

• Micromachines and ICT

• Electricity and 
magnetism

Technical English for students planning to study science and engineering 
courses in English.

“Technical English should be  
a must-have ESP and EAP tool …”
Miloš D. Đurić for The Journal of Teaching English for Specific and Academic Purposes

Technical English
Course Book with audio CD  ............  978-1-85964-649-6
Teacher’s Book  ..............................  978-1-85964-650-2
Not for sale in Japan and Turkey
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Safety First: English for Health and Safety
A course for professionals who do potentially unsafe or dangerous jobs in industry

JOHN CHRIMES • INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1–B2/IELTS 4.0–6.0

English for the Energy Industries

KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Provides practice in industry-specific skills, 

such as form-filling and understanding 
complex instructions

• A wide variety of interesting activity types to 
engage the learner

• Systematic recycling to activate workplace 
vocabulary

• Builds communication skills and raises 
awareness of different registers through use 
of authentic language

• Puzzles and games to help with critical-
thinking skills

• Includes audio CDs

• Basics of health and safety

• Hazards and risk assessment

• Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

• Hand-held equipment

• Mechanical equipment

• Transport safety

• Working at height

• Workplace manual handling

• Fire safety

• Chemical safety

• Electrical safety

• First aid and injury

• Incident reports

• Other hazards

Safety First
Resource Book with audio CDs (x2)  ....  978-1-85964-553-6
Teacher’s Book  ..................................  978-1-85964-561-1

Ideal for Human Resources departments needing to train operators in English.
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Take-Off: Technical English for Engineering 
A practical course for students studying technical English in the aviation industry

DAVID MORGAN AND NICHOLAS REGAN • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B2/IELTS 3.0–6.5

KEY FEATURES UNITS
• Practical skills developed for dealing with oral  

and written instructions and documentation

• Task-based approach ensures achievable 
 lesson outcomes

• Variety of texts and tasks on a wide range  
of aeronautical topics

• Two review sections to consolidate skills  
and vocabulary knowledge

• Glossary and electrical symbol appendix

• Audio CDs included for further self-study  
and homework

• Design and innovation

• Manufacturing techniques

• Frameworks

• Control systems

• Engine and fuel systems

• Review I

• Safety and emergency

• Air and gas

• Electrical systems

• Communication

• Maintenance

• Review II

•  systematic focus on 
vocabulary development

•  scaffolded activities support student engagement
• focused grammar support

“... a useful, comprehensive 
and certainly interesting 
all-round course ...”
Richard Tily, Sprachkom, Germany 

Take-Off
Course Book with audio CDs (x3)  .....................  978-1-85964-974-9
Workbook  .....................................................  978-1-85964-976-3
Teacher’s Book  ..............................................  978-1-85964-975-6
Interactive Course Book CD-ROM  .....................  978-1-85964-476-8

Online tests are also available. Contact enquiries@garneteducation.com 
for more details.
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TESTS AND EXAMS
Products in this section include:

•  IELTS Target 5.0 (A2–B1) 
•  IELTS Target 6.5 (B2–C1) 
•  IELTS Target 7.0 (C1–C2) 
•  ESOL Practice Grammar: Entry Levels 1–2 (A1–A2) 
•  ESOL Practice Grammar: Entry Level 3 (A2–B1) 
•  Talking Trinity (A1–A2)



IELTS Target 7.0 addresses the increasing trend of institutions demanding higher 
language competence from students. This level provides less pre-skills guidance 
and scaffolding, and more post-skills practice and analysis. It aims to develop core 
language skills and improve scores through more challenging topics and tasks.

KEY FEATURES

• consists of four units that provide practise at an advanced level

• the material, which is a slightly higher level than students will encounter  
in the exam, extends and refines language skills

• free eBook Teacher’s Book 

IELTS Target 7.0
Course Book  .....................  978-1-90861-491-9
Teacher’s Book (eBook)  ......  Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks for free download

IELTS Target series 
A preparation course for the IELTS General Training examination with bridging to IELTS Academic

KEY FEATURES

• Comprehensive 240-hour course

• IELTS General Training ideal for students on lower band scores

• Provides foundation for further General Training or Academic study

• Four sections provide flexibility of use

• Clear, scaffolded activities

• Focus on real student needs

• Teacher’s Book provides vocabulary development

IELTS Target 5.0 is for students who are entering IELTS study between  
Band 3 (extremely limited user) and Band 4 (limited user). Such students 
might need to raise their IELTS score to:

• satisfy criteria set by the institution where they study

• work towards a score of 5.0

• lay the foundation for further study of the Academic Module

IELTS Target 5.0
Course Book & Workbook combined,  
sample tests, audio DVD  ............ 978-1-90861-493-3
Teacher’s Book  .......................... 978-1-90861-494-0

IELTS Target 6.5 is an IELTS Academic preparation course for students entering 
IELTS study at around Band 5 or 5.5. It is ideal for students seeking to gain 
accreditation for university admissions or for immigration purposes.

KEY FEATURES

• IELTS Target 6.5 teaches language competencies, rather than focusing solely on exam preparation

• A comprehensive course that focuses on all four skills in every unit

IELTS Target 6.5
Course Book & Workbook combined 
with audio DVD  .......................... 978-1-90757-510-5
Teacher’s Book  .......................... 978-1-90757-512-9
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DAVID KING • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–5.0

ESOL Practice Grammar: Entry Level 3  
Essential grammar support for ESOL students

“... hands-on, quick to pick up 
and work through.”
Gloucestershire College of Arts & Technology

“The example contexts apply nicely  
to my ESOL learners’ experiences.”
Lorraine Collett, Community English School, Oxford

ESOL Practice Grammar
Entry Level 3  .................................. 978-1-85964-897-1

KEY FEATURES UNITS INCLUDE
• Grammar handbook for ESOL Entry  

Level 3 students

• Twenty-six units on the key grammar 
structures

• Two-page units covering each grammar 
point, with explanation and discovery-
learning activities for the form and usage, 
followed by practice exercises

• Comprehensive key with explanatory notes

• Linking words

• Defining relative clauses

• Word order

• Gerunds and infinitives

• Simple reported statements

• Making questions

• Noun phrases

• Determiners

• Articles, definite and indefinite

• Tenses

• Zero and first conditionals

• Modal verbs

• Adjectives, comparatives  
and superlatives

• Common phrasal verbs

• Prepositions and 
prepositional phrases

• Discourse markers

“… it has a lot to offer for anyone 
studying English grammar.”
Anna Cowper, Freelance Consultant Editor

ESOL Practice Grammar: 
Entry Levels 1–2
Essential grammar support for ESOL students
DAVID KING • BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–A2/IELTS 2.0–4.0

ESOL Practice Grammar
Entry Levels 1–2  ............................. 978-1-85964-472-0

KEY FEATURES UNITS INCLUDE
• Grammar handbook for ESOL Entry Levels 

1–2 students

• 30 units matching the ESOL curriculum

• Graded practice activities

• Focus on language patterns

• Contextualized language

• Communicative interaction and genuine 
language development

• Database of essential topic-based 
vocabulary

• For class study, self-study or home 
reference

• Includes full answer key

• The verb be 1

• The verb be 2

• The present continuous

• Present simple 1

• Present simple 2

• Imperatives

• Question words

• Modal verbs

• Have got

• Quantity 1

• Quantity 2

• Nouns

• Articles

• The definite article

• Demonstratives

• Pronouns
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Talking Trinity
This revised edition of our Talking Trinity series is fully matched to the latest Trinity GESE syllabus.

JEREMY WALENN • BEGINNER TO PRE-INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–A2/IELTS 2.0–3.5

Approved by Trinity College London as suitable exam  
preparation material.

This revised edition of our Talking Trinity series is fully matched to the latest Trinity GESE syllabus 
and enables teachers to maximize their students’ exam performance and develop their speaking 
and listening skills.

The attractive artwork is designed to appeal to young learners and encourages them to practise 
speaking by doing a variety of tasks such as:

• Point and say

• Listen and repeat

• Ask and answer

• Describe and draw

• Match and say

The books closely follow the exam specifications of the Trinity College London GESE for each 
grade. The Review Lessons summarize the types of question the examiner is likely to ask the 
candidate in the subject areas for conversation.

New
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Talking Trinity 
Grade 1 Student’s Book   ...........................978-1-78260-567-6
Grade 1 Teacher’s Book  ...........................978-1-78260-568-3

GRADE 1

• Lesson 1: What’s your name?

• Lesson 2: How many pandas?

• Lesson 3: Are those your bags?

• Lesson 4: Is this a computer?

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: What colour is it?

• Lesson 7: Is his hair long?

• Lesson 8: Are her feet big?

• Lesson 9: What colour is her jacket?

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9

Talking Trinity 
Grade 2 Student’s Book   ...........................978-1-78260-570-6
Grade 2 Teacher’s Book ............................978-1-78260-571-3

GRADE 2

• Lesson 1: Where’s the cat?

• Lesson 2: Do you have a tablet?

• Lesson 3: What is Dora feeding her parrots?

• Lesson 4: Is this the bathroom?

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: How old is your sister?

• Lesson 7: Has she got fair hair?

• Lesson 8: Is your birthday in January?

• Lesson 9: Are those books yours?

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9
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Talking Trinity 
Grade 3 Student’s Book   ...........................978-1-78260-572-0
Grade 3 Teacher’s Book  ...........................978-1-78260-573-7

GRADE 3

• Lesson 1: What was the weather  
like yesterday?

• Lesson 2: What do you do in your free time?

• Lesson 3: What time do you get up?

• Lesson 4: What does your cousin do?

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: What are they doing?

• Lesson 7: What’s the date today?

• Lesson 8: Can you play the piano?

• Lesson 9: Where’s the cinema?

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9

Talking Trinity 
Grade 4 Student’s Book  ............................ 978-1-78260-574-4
Grade 4 Teacher’s Book  ........................... 978-1-78260-575-1

GRADE 4

• Lesson 1: Holidays

• Lesson 2: Hobbies and sport

• Lesson 3: School and work

• Lesson 4: Weekend activities

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: Topic: Famous people

• Lesson 7: Science project: The solar system

• Lesson 8: Future plans: A visit to an 
amusement park

• Lesson 9: My favourite sport: Ice hockey

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9
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Talking Trinity 
Grade 5 Student’s Book   ...........................978-1-78260-693-2
Grade 5 Teacher’s Book  ...........................978-1-78260-694-9

GRADE 5

• Lesson 1: Festivals

• Lesson 2: Special occasions

• Lesson 3: Transport

• Lesson 4: Entertainment

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: Music

• Lesson 7: Recent personal experiences

• Lesson 8: Sports events

• Lesson 9: Art and books

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9

Talking Trinity 
Grade 6 Student’s Book   ...........................978-1-78260-695-6
Grade 6 Teacher’s Book  ...........................978-1-78260-696-3

GRADE 6

• Lesson 1: Travel

• Lesson 2: Money

• Lesson 3: Fashion

• Lesson 4: Rules and regulations

• Lesson 5: Review Lessons 1–4

• Lesson 6: Health and fitness

• Lesson 7: Learning a foreign language

• Lesson 8: Protecting the planet

• Lesson 9: Memorable people and events

• Lesson 10: Review Lessons 6–9
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CLASSROOM RESOURCES
Products in this section include:

•  Better Writing (A2–B1) 
•  Past Simple (B1–B2) 
•  English Practice Grammar (A2) 
•  Versatile Vocabulary (A2–B2) 
•  Get Going with Grammar (B2–C2) 
•  How Idioms Work (B1–C1) 
•  Rhymes and Rhythm 
•  Fast Track to Reading (A1)



Better Writing
An introductory study book for building students’ writing skills at secondary or tertiary level

RICHARD HARRISON • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.5

Better Writing
Study Book ...................................... 978-1-78260-121-0

KEY FEATURES UNITS
Each unit is divided into three sections.

The first section focuses on the sentence and includes 
practice in:

• Looking at different texts
• Building a sentence
• Using joining ideas, definitions
• Punctuation, organization

The second section focuses on the paragraph and style 
and includes practice in:

• Writing better paragraphs
• Style
• Editing your work
• Building your vocabulary

The third section provides a unit-linked language review.

• What’s it like?
• How things work
• How is it made?
• Telling a story
• Which is better?
• Changes

The new edition of Better Writing continues its tried and trusted, step-by-step 
approach to writing accurate, cohesive and appropriate text in English. The 
content has been updated and is now presented in full colour with clearer 
signposting and navigation within each unit.

The new third section offers a very useful language review, which rounds up  
the language covered in each unit and provides valuable extra practice.
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DAVID RONDER AND PETER THOMPSON • INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL B1+/IELTS 5.0+

Past Simple  
Learning English through History

CHRONOLOGICAL CHAPTERS THEMATIC CHAPTERS
• Civilizing the barbarians: The Romans in Britain

• 1066 and all that: The Norman Conquest

• Majesty and marriages: King Henry VIII

• Good Queen Bess: Elizabeth I

• Roundheads and Cavaliers: The English Civil War 

• Fire and plague: Samuel Pepys’ London

• The longest reign: The Victorians

• A long way from Tipperary: The First World War

• Britain can take it: The Blitz

• From the cradle to the grave: The welfare state

• Cultural revolution: The swinging sixties

• The Iron Lady: Margaret Thatcher

• From barons to ballot box: The long road  
to democracy

• The Bard of Avon: William Shakespeare

• The sun never set: The British Empire

• A special relationship? Britain and the USA

• A funny old game: Cricket

• Seen and not heard: British childhood

• Auld enemies: England and Scotland

• That cloud in the West: Ireland

• A safe haven? Immigration to Britain

• An enduring obsession: Social class in Britain Past Simple
Study Book ..................................... 978-1-85964-529-1

Past Simple is a fascinating introduction to British history and culture that will improve the 
language skills of adult learners of English. It is an excellent stimulus for conversation and 
discussion work and is also suitable for use in sixth-form and FE colleges. The authors, 
both practising teachers, deliver a wealth of historical facts and improve students’ language 
and critical thinking skills in an engaging, entertaining and often humorous way.

Past Simple comprises 22 chapters, 12 on key episodes or periods of British history (such 
as the First World War) and 10 on significant themes (imperialism, the growth of democracy, 
etc.) that run through the story of Britain. Each chapter is based around a central reading 
text, followed by comprehension and critical thinking exercises, additional primary source 
material and a focus on relevant language points. There is a clear emphasis on skills 
development and follow-up extension tasks to encourage online and library research.
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MICHAEL MACFARLANE • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B1/IELTS 3.0–4.0

English Practice Grammar  
A reference and practice book for classroom or self-study use

KEY FEATURES
• Twelve new units, making a total of 100 units 

• Clear layout enables students to find information quickly 

• Grammatical points illustrated by authentic examples from everyday life 

• Cross-referencing system takes students quickly to related units 

• Now includes Checkpoint, a test for either diagnostic or exit use 

•  The Appendix includes irregular verbs, pronunciation and spelling tips,  
for both British and American English 

• Includes a full answer key

“... learner-friendly, comprehensive 
and affordable.”
Sandie Warren, Concorde International

English Practice Grammar
International edition (with answers)  ..  978-1-85964-688-5
eBook edition  .................................  978-1-78260-230-9
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order

English Practice Grammar contains the essential grammar for successful 
communication in English up to and including Upper Intermediate level. It is 
designed as a complete reference grammar for all students of English studying  
at this level.

English Practice Grammar is a reference and practice book in one. It is perfect 
both for self-study and for use in the classroom.
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KEY FEATURES

• Twenty-one photocopiable games featuring the 
words most frequently used by English speakers

• Teacher’s notes for each game, with suggested 
variations to the game

• Templates for teachers and students to create 
their own versions

KEY FEATURES

• Twenty-five photocopiable games to motivate 
and inspire students to improve specific 
grammar points

• Teacher’s notes for each game, with suggested 
variations to the game

• Templates for teachers and students to create 
their own versions

Versatile Vocabulary
Photocopiable resources for teachers
JENNIFER MELDRUM AND BARBARA REIMER • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B2/IELTS 3.0–5.5

Versatile Vocabulary  ............  978-1-85964-802-5

Get Going with Grammar  ..... 978-1-85964-748-6

Versatile Vocabulary uses games to encourage students to use vocabulary in a 
variety of ways: defining words, using words in sentences, spelling words, acting 
out words, changing word forms and generating new words. The vocabulary has 
been carefully chosen from various concordances of the most frequently used 
words. Activities include: lexical ladders, verbal baseball and alphabet soup.

Get Going with Grammar encourages students to practise specific 
grammar points through games. Activities include: suffix staircases, 
preposition pyramids and pronoun patterns.

“… enjoyable and 
engaging.”
Jane Rycroft for IATEFL Voices

“I would strongly  
recommend you  
to ‘Get going’ …!”
Elsbeth Mader for the ETAS Journal

Get Going with Grammar
Photocopiable resources for teachers
JENNIFER MELDRUM AND BARBARA REIMER • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B2/IELTS 3.0–5.5
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How Idioms Work  
A photocopiable resource book for building students’ idiomatic language skills
YVONNE CLARKE, WITH ILLUSTRATIONS BY MARTIN JONES • INTERMEDIATE TO ADVANCED: CEFR LEVEL B1–C1/IELTS 4.0–7.0

KEY FEATURES

• High-frequency idioms chosen specifically for 
their lexical value in the workplace, making use of 
CANCODE, a corpus based on frequency of use

• Vivid illustrations show literal representation of 
idioms for high impact and retention

• Ten six-page sections comprising: activity cards, 
definitions, reading consolidation using simulated 
newspaper articles, revision activities

• Twenty suggested activity types for exploiting 
material

• Resource section containing further background 
information, answer keys, index and templates for 
devising more activity cards

• Ideal for complementing functional course books

• Ideal as both fun and purposeful filler activities

TYPES OF ACTIVITIES INCLUDE

• Picture match

• Find the definition

• Matching pairs

• Memory game

• Happy families

How Idioms Work
Resource Book  ..............................  978-1-85964-554-3

Rhymes and Rhythm
A poem-based course for English pronunciation

MICHAEL VAUGHAN-REES

KEY FEATURES

• Provides targeted pronunciation and listening practice through the medium of verse

• Features lively, engaging poems, ranging from limericks to contemporary raps

• Offers an innovative and effective way for students of English to improve their 
understanding, and to be better understood

• Practises the understanding and production of fast, natural speech

• Accompanying audio DVD helps train students’ listening skills

• Accompanying CD-ROM contains detailed notes for teachers, ideas  
for additional activities and extra student materials

“… very original and fresh 
whilst giving plenty of  
exposure to everyday  
British expressions.”
Fernanda Valeriano Macarenko, University of Brighton Rhymes and Rhythm

Resource Book with audio DVD 
and CD-ROM  .................................  978-1-85964-528-4
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Fast Track to Reading:
Accelerated Learning for EFL and ESOL Students
An accelerated learning programme for adult learners of English unfamiliar with the Roman alphabet
PETER VINEY • BEGINNER: CEFR LEVEL A1/IELTS 2.0–3.0

Fast Track to Reading
Course Book with audio CDs (x5)  ............. 978-1-85964-489-8
Teacher’s Book with flashcards CD-ROM  ... 978-1-85964-513-0

KEY FEATURES

• Designed to facilitate decoding of Roman script

• For students who are learning to read in English and students  
who cannot cope with reading at speed

• Accelerates learning in a programmed manner

• Can be used in parallel with a simple starter-level English course

• Contains global reading to enhance relevance and motivation

• Audio CDs for further self-study or homework

• Comprehensive teaching notes

• Introduction in four languages: Arabic, Farsi, Mandarin and Urdu

TOPICS INCLUDE

• Numbers

• One-sound, one-letter combinations

• More common regular and irregular representations of sounds 
and groups of sounds, including vowels and diphthongs

• Work on vowels alternating with work on consonants

•  activities link 
sound and 
script

•  printable 
flashcards 
on Teacher’s 
CD–ROM

See Fast Track to Reading  in action atwww.garneteducation.com/FTTR
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READERS
Products in this section include:

•  Garnet Oracle Readers (A1–B1) 
•  Garnet Oracle Classics (A2–B2)



Garnet Oracle Readers series
A series of graded readers for young adults learning English from Beginner to Intermediate level

SERIES EDITOR: PETER VINEY • BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–B1/IELTS 2.0–4.0

Currently comprising 16 fictional titles across four stages – from Beginner to Intermediate –  
the Garnet Oracle Readers series is carefully graded, lexically and structurally, to encourage 
teenagers and young adults to read for pleasure and at speed. The stories are all, first and 
foremost, just that – stories, from ELT authors well known for their ability to craft original and 
engaging narratives to entertain and educate.

Each reader contains striking and contemporary full-colour illustrations and photos, 
resources pages of well-scaffolded activities, and an easy-to-use glossary. Titles in Levels 1 
and 2 are about 32 pages each, while titles in Levels 3 and 4 are around 40 pages each. 

The Series Editor, Peter Viney, has over 40 years’ ELT experience, and now combines his writing 
with lecturing and teacher-training commitments internationally. He is the author/co-author of 
many successful textbook series and a wide range of highly popular video courses. Peter has 
been series editor and author on a number of graded reader series. Peter has also written  
Fast Track to Reading (see page 72) with Garnet Education.

Sample spreads from Underground

eBook editionsavailable

Download  

free audio  

from  

www.garnet 

education.com
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Level 1  

Level 2  

The Watchers
by Jennifer Bassett

The Collector
by Peter Viney

The Locked Room
by Peter Viney

Zoo Diary
by Peter Viney

The Visit
by Tim Vicary

Casualty!
by Peter Viney

Strawberry and The 
Sensations
by Peter Viney

Underground
by Peter Viney

Level 1 Readers
The Watchers  .................................. 978-1-90757-517-4
The Collector  ................................... 978-1-90757-531-0
The Locked Room  ............................ 978-1 90757-530-3
Zoo Diary  ........................................ 978-1-90757-520-4

Level 2 Readers
The Visit  .......................................... 978-1-90757-519-8
Casualty!  ......................................... 978-1-90757-529-7
Strawberry and The Sensations  ......... 978-1-90757-528-0
Underground  ................................... 978-1-90757-527-3

eBook editions available   
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order 

Titles in series

• Level 1 titles drawn from a word list of 400 words, with an allowance of 30 additional words. CEFR A1

• Level 2 titles drawn from a word list of 750 words, with an allowance of 30 additional words. CEFR A2
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Level 3

Level 4  

The Hitchhiker
by Tim Vicary

A Tidy Ghost
by Peter Viney

The Case of  
the Dead Batsman
by Peter Viney

Space Romance
by Peter Viney

Milo
by Jennifer Bassett

African Adventure
by Margaret Iggulden and 
Julia Allen

Life Lines
by Peter Viney

Sunnyvista City
by Peter Viney

Level 3 Readers
Milo  ..................................................  978-1-90757-516-7
African Adventure  ............................  978-1-90757-526-6
Life Lines  ..........................................  978-1-90757-525-9
Sunnyvista City  ................................  978-1-90757-524-2

Level 4 Readers
The Hitchhiker  ..................................  978-1-90757-518-1
A Tidy Ghost  .....................................  978-1-90757-523-5
The Case of the Dead Batsman  ........  978-1-90757-521-1
Space Romance  ...............................  978-1-90757-522-8

• Level 3 titles drawn from a word list of 1,000 words, with an allowance of 40 additional words. CEFR A2–B1

• Level 4 titles drawn from a word list of 1,250 words, with an allowance of 40 additional words. CEFR B1

eBook editions available   
Visit www.garneteducation.com/ebooks to order 
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Garnet Oracle Classics
Graded reader adaptations of English classic stories

SERIES EDITOR: PETER VINEY • PRE-INTERMEDIATE TO UPPER INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A2–B2/IELTS 3.0–5.0

Much Ado About Nothing
by William Shakespeare  
Retold by Peter Viney

Drawn from a word list of 1,000 
words, with an allowance of 40 
additional words. CEFR A2–B1

Robinson Crusoe
by Daniel Defoe  
Retold by Peter Viney

Drawn from a word list of 1,250 
words, with an allowance of 40 
additional words. CEFR B1

Wuthering Heights
by Emily Brontë  
Retold by Peter Viney

Drawn from a word list of 1,500 
word, with an allowance of 40 
additional words. CEFR B1–B2

Garnet Oracle Classics
Much Ado About Nothing .................  978-1-78260-227-9
Robinson Crusoe  .............................  978-1-78260-228-6
Wuthering Heights  ...........................  978-1-78260-229-3
A Tale of Two Cities  .........................  978-1-78260-312-2
Treasure island  ................................  978 -1-78260-313-9

The Garnet Oracle Classics use the same grading system as the original fiction readers in 
the Garnet Oracle Readers series. They make great English classic stories accessible at an 
Intermediate level of English. As well as the headword counts, each reader is carefully and strictly 
graded for grammatical structures, sentence length and cultural information. This ensures that the 
readers can be read for pleasure. There are a number of content words per reader in addition to 
the word count, and these extra words will appear more than once in the story. They will often be 
illustrated and will be in the glossary at the back of the book. Each reader also includes resource 
pages of scaffolded exercises to reinforce learning. 

The adaptations were written by Peter Viney, the Series Editor, and author of many original graded 
readers. The initial readers are from William Shakespeare, Daniel Defoe, Emily Brontë, Robert 
Louis Stevenson and Charles Dickens. Much Ado About Nothing by Shakespeare is presented in 
dialogue as a play.

Treasure Island
by Robert Louis Stevenson 
Retold by Peter Viney

Drawn from a word list of 1,000 
words, with an allowance of 40 
additional words. CEFR A2–B1

A Tale of Two Cities
by Charles Dickens 
Retold by Peter Viney

Drawn from a word list of 1,500 
word, with an allowance of 40 
additional words. CEFR B1–B2
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SunshineSunshine
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PRE-SCHOOL  
AND PRIMARY
Products in this section include:

•  Sunshine Gold 
•  Primary Picture Dictionary 
•  Gateway Gold 



Sunshine Gold takes a learner-centred approach, providing contexts that will engage and entertain young children. 
Lively, age-appropriate activities such as songs, role-play, games and puzzles will motivate children. All activities are 
carefully supported so that children feel successful and enjoy a sense of achievement in their learning.

Emphasis is placed on functional language, which is meaningful and useful to children. Fun, child-centred puppet 
characters accompany children through each unit and help them feel safe and secure in their English classroom.

The content of Sunshine Gold promotes key values – these include an emphasis on cooperation and social 
interaction in the classroom and, through topics such as appreciation of self and others, being healthy, sharing  
and working together.

Literacy skills are introduced gradually throughout the three levels of Sunshine Gold. Developing  
pencil control, phonic skills and whole-word recognition underpin the approach to literacy.  
Throughout the course, oral skills precede and support the development of literacy skills.

KEY FEATURES

• Appropriate for children in kindergarten and pre-school

• Takes account of the cognitive, social and physical development of children aged three to five

• Maximizes learning potential by providing contexts that will engage and entertain young children

• Whole-child learning developing physical, social, emotional and cognitive skills

• Lays a secure foundation for future learning

• Oral and aural skills precede literacy skills

• Pre-literacy activities developing early reading and writing skills

• Develops phonemic awareness

• Flexible material provides 80–120+ hours per level

• American English throughout

MARTA GRACIELA GARCÍA LOREA AND ELIDA BEATRIZ MESSINA, WITH SALLY ETHERTON • ILLUSTRATED BY DOUG NASH

Sunshine Gold  
A three-level kindergarten course that introduces English to children aged 3–5

US ENGLISH

SunshineSunshine
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STUDENT’S BOOK

• Engaging, fun, full-colour illustrations

• Eight theme-based units and two review units

• Eight lessons per unit

• Enjoyable topics and fun characters  
in familiar settings and contexts

• Mini student picture and word cards

• ‘About Me’ record

ACTIVITY BOOK

• Design and structure closely 
correlated to the Student’s Book

• Variety of puzzles, drawing and 
colouring tasks

• Carefully designed to develop fine 
and gross motor skills, cognitive 
skills, early reading and writing skills, 
phonic skills and social skills

TEACHER’S BOOK (INCLUDED IN THE  
TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK)

• Detailed guidance on delivering structured  
lessons with appropriate routines

• Step-by-step instructions on how to  
present and reinforce language

• Each lesson is carefully scaffolded  
to ensure children hear the same  
language several times

• Miniatures of pages from the  
Student’s and Activity Books make  
guidance easy to follow

• Lesson aims and materials listed in  
the ‘Learning focus’ and ‘What you  
need’

• Tips and suggestions on classroom  
management and teaching techniques
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About the authors

TEACHER’S RESOURCE PACK

• Teacher’s Book

• Glove puppets of the main character at each level

• Picture and word flashcards

• Alphabet poster

• Integrated audio including simple dialogues, stories, 
songs, rhymes and chants

Marta Graciela García Lorea and Elida Beatriz Messina are experienced and successful ELT professionals 
who have worked as authors, teachers, academic consultants, teacher trainers and curriculum designers. 
Marta was Supervisor for pre-school level for the Ministry of Education in Argentina, and has written a 
number of ELT publications. Elida devotes herself to developing materials, research and writing in the world 
of ELT. She has worked for several publishers in a variety of roles.

Sally Etherton has worked in ELT and mainstream primary education for over 30 years. She has worked in 
the UK, Italy, Solomon Islands, Bhutan and Oman. She has taught all ages, written and delivered in-service 
teacher training programmes, and authored materials for the mainstream primary and TESOL classrooms.

Sunshine Gold Level 1
Student Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-192-0
Activity Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-193-7
Teacher’s Resource Pack & audio CD  ..... 978-1-78260-195-1

Sunshine Gold Level 2
Student Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-196-8
Activity Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-197-5
Teacher’s Resource Pack & audio CD  ..... 978-1-78260-198-2

Sunshine Gold Level 3
Student Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-199-9
Activity Book  ...................................... 978-1-78260-200-2
Teacher’s Resource Pack & audio CD  ..... 978-1-78260-201-9
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Primary Picture Dictionary
Over 600 key words for Primary students of English

ILLUSTRATED BY JANETTE LOUDEN

Primary Picture Dictionary
with CD-ROM  .........................  978-1-85964-762-2

KEY FEATURES

• Vibrant and colourful pictures illustrate over 600 words 
arranged into 30 topic spreads

• Words selected using ‘Waystage’, the Council of 
Europe’s language targets for English learners

• Comprehensive index of words and their pronunciation – 
organized both by topic and alphabetically – helps the 
reader to find words easily

English/ Arabic  edition alsoavailable
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Gateway Gold
An exciting seven-level Beginner to Intermediate English course

JEANETTE GREENWELL, STEPHEN LAWRENCE, SALLY ETHERTON AND JENNY WATSON • ILLUSTRATED BY DOUG NASH 
TRUE BEGINNER TO INTERMEDIATE: CEFR LEVEL A1–B1

GatewayGateway

US ENGLISH
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Gateway Gold Starter

KEY FEATURES COMPONENTS
• Lively student-centred activities 

• A range of communicative speaking 
activities

• Core language is presented by friendly, 
visually appealing characters in familiar 
contexts

• Systematic phonics instruction through 
catchy, fun activities

• Lots of pre-writing and writing practice

• Picture, alphabet, number and word 
flashcards and alphabet poster

• Student’s Book

• Activity Book

• Handwriting Book

• Big Books

• Teacher’s Book

• Resource Pack (picture, alphabet, 
number and word flashcards, 
alphabet poster)

• Interactive CD-ROM

As its name suggests, Starter is the first level introduction to the full Gateway 
Gold series and gives children a firm foundation in English. It follows an 
integrated approach to skills development and initiates children into literacy 
in English through a systematic programme of handwriting, phonics, whole-
word recognition, and stories.
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STUDENT’S BOOK
Ten units per level, plus two review units, with five lessons per unit:

• Lessons 1 and 2 introduce vocabulary and grammar

• Lessons 3 and 4 focus on reading and listening skills

• Lesson 5 reinforces learning through songs and games

• Writing projects are introduced in higher levels

• Group activities encourage teamwork, cooperation, and communication

• Incorporates 21st century skills such as critical thinking, problem solving and citizenship

• Also contains motivational stickers and an end-of-year certificate

TEACHER’S BOOK 
Carefully designed to help primary  
level teachers of English deliver  
lessons easily and with confidence.

Provides: 

• Detailed teaching notes

• Clear objectives and stages  
for each lesson

• Ideas for additional activities

• Student’s Book facsimile pages

• Teacher’s Knowledge Bank tips

• Unit tests

• Audio scripts

• Includes comprehensive audio DVD

ACTIVITY BOOK
• Reinforces content and includes  

activity-linked cut-outs

• Includes ‘I can…’ reflection pages 

• Includes Do and Share pages

• Levels feature age-appropriate 
vocabulary and ‘super spelling’ focus

FLASHCARDS
• Available for Levels 1 and 2

• Starter Level also has an alphabet poster

Gateway Gold Levels 1–6
KEY FEATURES

• American English throughout

• Balanced approach to the four language skills

• Lively and functional, with a balanced grammar approach

• Prepares students for the Cambridge KET exams and 
develops ESOL-oriented skills

• Enables thought, reflection, and reaction in English

• Develops 21st century skills such as critical thinking, problem 
solving, collaborative learning and teamwork

• Introduces academic skills such as conducting surveys  
and research at a very young age

• Teaches real-world English

• Gradual progression builds confidence

• Age-appropriate texts and fun characters

• Includes both familiar and fantastical settings
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Gateway Gold features  
INTERACTIVE CD-ROM
• Interactive CD-ROMs for all levels can be 

used either for student self-study or whole 
class work

• Levels 1 and 2 additionally incorporate 
Teacher Notes as part of the CD-ROM

• All levels are accompanied by a User Guide

• Activities correlated to support Students’ 
Book content

READERS 
A variety of fact and fiction readers accompany  
Levels 3–6 featuring:

• Key vocabulary and high frequency words

• Full lesson plan guides for teachers

BIG BOOKS (FOR SHARED READING)
• Eight original, engaging Big Book stories accompany Gateway Gold Starter,  

and Levels 1 and 2

• Beautifully illustrated in full colour with age-appropriate text

• Linked to topics and themes in the course material

• Includes audio CD: Each story is recorded to support the teacher’s reading  
of the book in terms of pronunciation, expression and intonation

• Accompanying materials provide a general introduction to shared reading:  
What it is? Why it is important? How to organize the shared reading session

• Post-reading activities: three to five activities for each story to check 
understanding, support retelling and reinforce language patterns 

GRAMMAR BOOK 
This is not grammar in the old-fashioned style! By encouraging students 
to find and reflect on patterns that they have already encountered in  
their Gateway Gold course, and then to practise using these patterns,  
the books develop students’ linguistic awareness and competence,  
and build confidence. 

• The six Grammar Books support students’ learning 

• Each book has ten units which correspond to the Student’s Book units

• Illustrations provide context and familiarity

• Each unit has sections for the student and for the teacher or parent:

 •  Student Sections: careful, targeted use of technical labels are used  
in these sections

 • For the Teacher/Parent: presents and explains metalinguistic terms

• Full glossary of technical terms

• Full answer key
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About the authors
Jeanette Greenwell and 

Stephen Lawrence are 
knowledgeable academics  
in the teaching of English  
as a second and foreign 
language. Both have 
extensive experience in 
this field and over 15 years’ 
experience as teachers. 
Jeanette and Stephen are 
also consultants for the 
British Council in Mexico.

Sally Etherton has worked in 
ELT and mainstream primary 
education for over 30 years. 
She has worked in the UK, 
Italy, the Solomon Islands, 
Bhutan and Oman. She has 
taught all ages, written and 
delivered in-service teacher 
training programmes and 
authored materials for the 
mainstream primary and 
TESOL classrooms.

Jenny Watson is an  
English language teacher,  
lexicographer and writer.

PHONICS BOOK
• Phonics Book 1 is designed to accompany Levels 1, 2 and 3, and deals with English 

consonants and short vowel sounds

• Phonics Book 2 is designed to accompany Levels 4, 5 and 6, and deals with other 
individual sounds, combined sounds, and spelling rules and tips

• Includes audio CD

• Printable and photocopiable additional materials: teacher notes, sound (phoneme) 
flashcards and cut-up activity cards provide a fun way of giving students extra practice

• Alliteration, assonance and rhythm ensure that the sentences are fun for the students  
to listen to and repeat

Gateway Gold Starter
Student’s Book  ......................................................  978-1-78260-077-0
Activity Book  .........................................................  978-1-78260-120-3
Handwriting Book  .................................................  978-1-78260-079-4
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ..............................  978-1-78260-078-7
Interactive CD-ROM (Home/Study)  .........................  978-1-78260-144-9
Big Book 1 with audio CD - The Bus and the Donkey   978-1-78260-102-9
Big Book 2 with audio CD - Bella’s Bouncy Ball .......  978-1-78260-103-6
Big Book 3 with audio CD - Feed the Baby!  .............  978-1-78260-104-3
Resource Pack including flashcards and poster  ......  978-1-78260-080-0

Gateway Gold Level 3
Student’s Book  ......................................................  978-1-78260-089-3
Activity Book  .........................................................  978-1-78260 091-6
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ..............................  978-1-78260 090-9
Grammar Study Book  ............................................  978-1-78260 073-2
Interactive CD-ROM (Home/Study)  .........................  978-1-78260-147-0
Phonics Book 1 with audio CD ...............................  978-1-78260-122-7
Reader - Book 1 - Going Shopping  .........................  978-1-78260-124-1
Reader - Book 2 - The Lost Mother  .........................  978-1-78260-125-8
Reader - Book 3 - Riding My Bike ...........................  978-1-78260-126-5
Reader - Book 4 - The Picnic  .................................  978-1-78260-127-2

Gateway Gold Level 5
Student’s Book  ........................................................  978-1-78260-096-1
Activity Book  ...........................................................  978-1-78260-098-5
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ................................  978-1-78260-097-8
Grammar Study Book  ..............................................  978-1-78260-075-6
Interactive CD-ROM (Home/Study)  ...........................  978-1-78260-149-4
Phonics Book 2 with audio CD .................................  978-1-78260-123-4
Reader - Book 1 - Sebastian Tidies Up  .....................  978-1-78260-134-0
Reader - Book 2 - Johann and the Birds  ...................  978-1-78260-135-7
Reader - Book 3 - Good to Eat  .................................  978-1-78260-136-4
Reader - Book 4 - Turtles in Trouble  .........................  978-1-78260-137-1

Gateway Gold Level 6
Student’s Book  ........................................................  978-1-78260-099-2
Activity Book  ...........................................................  978-1-78260-101-2
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ................................  978-1-78260-100-5
Grammar Study Book  ..............................................  978-1-78260-076-3
Interactive CD-ROM (Home/Study)  ...........................  978-1-78260-150-0
Phonics Book 2 with audio CD .................................  978-1-78260-123-4
Reader - Book 1 - Under Sail  ...................................  978-1-78260-139-5
Reader - Book 2 - The Boy Who Wanted to be Famous ..  978-1-78260-140-1
Reader - Book 3 - When the Bus Was Late  ...............  978 1 78260-141-8
Reader - Book 4 - The Story of Zadig  ........................  978 1 78260-142-5

Gateway Gold Level 4
Student’s Book  ........................................................  978-1-78260-093-0
Activity Book  ...........................................................  978-1-78260-095-4
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ................................  978-1-78260-094-7
Grammar Study Book  ..............................................  978-1-78260-074-9
Interactive CD-ROM (Home/Study)  ...........................  978-1-78260-148-7
Phonics Book 2 with audio CD .................................  978-1-78260-123-4
Reader - Book 1 - Space Travel  ................................  978-1-78260-129-6
Reader - Book 2 - Hot-air Balloons ...........................  978-1-78260-130-2
Reader - Book 3 - A Present for Dad  .........................  978-1-78260-131-9 
Reader - Book 4 - Skate Racer  .................................  978-1-78260-132-6

Gateway Gold Level 1
Student’s Book  ......................................................  978-1-78260-081-7
Activity Book  .........................................................  978-1-78260-083-1
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ..............................  978-1-78260-082-4
Grammar Study Book  ............................................  978-1-78260-071-8
Interactive CD-ROM (Classroom use).......................  978-1-78260-145-6
Phonics Book 1 with audio CD ...............................  978-1-78260-122-7
Big Book 1 with audio CD - Callum and the Crows  ..  978-1-78260-105-0
Big Book 2 with audio CD - Whose shoes? ..............  978-1-78260-106-7
Big Book 3 with audio CD - A pet for Sam  ...............  978-1-78260-107-4
Flashcards  ...........................................................  978-1-78260-084-8

Gateway Gold Level 2
Student’s Book  ......................................................  978-1-78260-085-5
Activity Book  .........................................................  978-1-78260-087-9
Teacher’s Book with audio DVD ..............................  978-1-78260-086-2
Grammar Study Book  ............................................  978-1-78260-072-5
Interactive CD-ROM (Classroom use).......................  978-1-78260-146-3
Phonics Book 1 with audio CD ...............................  978-1-78260-122-7
Big Book 1 with audio CD - Dance Party!  ...............  978-1-78260-108-1
Big Book 2 with audio CD - Jump on my train  .........  978-1-78260-109-8
Flashcards  ...........................................................  978-1-78260-088-6

TESTS
• Tests after every two units make it easy to regularly track progress

• End of year tests show longer-term development

• Separate tests for speaking, listening, reading and writing allow for precise 
skill-by-skill assessment

• Suitable to be used as preparation for the Cambridge Young Learners 
English Tests
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Journals and Academic Papers
Garnet Education publishes a variety of academic resources. This is in line  
with our policy of putting educational development at the forefront of our work;  
our involvement will enable us to better understand current issues in ELT delivery  
and inform our development of course material.

Innovation, exploration and transformation
Proceedings of the 2019 BALEAP Conference

Edited by Michelle Evans, Bee Bond and Alex Ding

ISBN: 978-1-78260-862-2

This volume focuses on aspects of course delivery, academic practice, student insights, programme 
development, professional development and scholarship. The papers selected represent the vibrancy 
and diversity of scholarship and research across the globe and demonstrates the commitment of EAP 
practitioners to their profession, their students and to developing the knowledge base underpinning the 
complex roles and activities that practitioners undertake.

Addressing the state of the union:  
Working together = learning together
Proceedings of the 2017 BALEAP Conference

Edited by Maxine Gillway

ISBN: 978-1-78260-676-5

CONTENTS INCLUDE
•  Emancipating ourselves from mental slavery: Affording knowledge in our practice

•  Management roles in EAP teaching: Creating an EAP management network

•  Collaboration matters: Meeting the needs of context-sensitive ESAP teaching

•   Academic skills for MA: Developing a student-driven, subject-specific, EAP support programme  
for PG students

EAP in a rapidly changing landscape:  
Issues, challenges and solutions
Proceedings of the 2015 BALEAP Conference

Edited by Jenny Kemp

ISBN: 978-1-78260-345-0

This volume gives an insight into the current state of EAP through the prescribed and emergent themes.  
It is divided into four sections: Globalisation, acculturation, socialisation; Knowledge of ourselves and of  
our learners; Approaches to genre and discourse; and Achieving specificity. 
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Current Developments in English for Academic  
and Specific Purposes: Local innovations and  
global perspectives
Pioneering practices in English language teaching are often limited to 
individual teachers or institutions. This book brings together EAP and ESP 
practitioners from around the world to share their innovations and novel 
research practices.

Edited by Prithvi N. Shrestha

ISBN: 978-1-78260-162-3

CONTENTS INCLUDE
• From critical analysis to critical literacy in ESP: Developing skills for greater understanding  

of UK, US and Australian English texts

• Leadership discourse as basis and means for developing L2 students into future leaders

• Discipline-specific language enhancement: Technical communication for Mechanical  
Engineering students

• The state of the art: Asian call centre ESP curriculum and assessment development

• The EAP course design quagmire: Juggling the stakeholders’ perceived needs

Children Learning English: From Research to Practice
Edited by Christina Nicole Giannikas, Lou McLaughlin, Gemma Fanning  
and Nellie Deutsch Muller

ISBN: 978-1-90109-566-1

This collection of newly-commissioned articles will provide a comprehensive and up-to-date picture of 
children’s foreign language development from an early age to adolescence. The book presents various 
debated issues and unifies theoretical understanding and practical experience of language teaching  
and learning, expressing the reality of the language classroom from a number of aspects.

Current Developments in English for Work and the  
Workplace: Approaches, Curricula and Materials
A volume of 12 topical articles written by English for Specific Purposes (ESP)  
and English Language Teaching (ELT) specialists

Edited by Mark Krzanowski

ISBN: 978-1-85964-653-3

CONTENTS INCLUDE
• English in the workplace: An Austrian perspective

• A needs analysis for information technology service companies in Brazil

• Teaching business in Yemen: What and how?

• A pragmatic approach to workplace English in Botswana
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We collaborate with local specialists in drawing up syllabus requirements,  
taking into account both current theory and local objectives.

We have produced courses for a wide range of institutions and governments  
including Qatar University, Arab Open University, the Iraqi Ministry of Education  
and the Libyan Ministry of Education. 

We work with:
• State schools – kindergarten, primary, intermediate and secondary levels
• Vocational schools
• Universities and colleges
• Private language schools

Beyond developing and publishing course materials, we provide a range of  
services to ensure success. These include:
• Programmes to familiarize teachers with print and/or digital resources
• In-service teacher training, online and face-to-face
• English-language teaching services
• Professional development seminars
• Testing services, including placement tests

Please contact us via www.garneteducation.com/contact to see how we can help.

Custom Publishing

Custom Publishing    www.garneteducation.com90
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Licensing
We work with a number of publishers around the world, licensing our content so that it can be used  
in different languages and adapted for local requirements. Below is a selection of products based on  
licensed Garnet Education content.

If you are interested in licensing any of our titles 
please contact Emily McIntyre at emilymcintyre@garneteducation.com
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Welcome to our Catalogue 2022

We are delighted to announce a number of new developments, including an updated 
edition of C21, our general English course, and a second edition of our award-winning 
English for Specific Academic Purposes series. We’re also continuing to expand our 
eBook range and are launching a brand new Teaching Skills Kit series, which will 
provide handbooks to support and inform ELT teachers.

Finally, we are delighted to continue our collaboration with Quizlet to create a range 
of Garnet interactive material that can be used alongside our courses.

To hear about new products as they launch, please sign up for email updates on 
our website. You can access free online inspection copies of most of our books at 
www.garneteducation.com.

Visit us at www.garneteducation.com

•  BUY ONLINE Find the  
latest information on all 
Garnet Education titles  
and buy instantly.

•  VIEW INSPECTION COPIES 
Access free copies of whole 
books so that you can see  
if they’re suitable for you.

•  SIGN UP FOR OUR 
NEWSLETTER Get the  
latest news and special  
offers by signing up for  
our email newsletter.

Keep in touch via social media

An Introduction to Garnet Education

www.facebook.com/GarnetEducation

Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps Facebook “f ” Logo CMYK / .eps

@GarnetEducation

Disclaimer

GARNET EDUCATION – LEBANON
Garnet Education
Tahseen Khayat Group
Jnah, Zahia Saman Street
Tahseen Khayat Group Building
Beirut
Lebanon
Tel: +961 (1) 830608 ext.1188 
Fax: +961 (1) 830613
beirutsales@garneteducation.com

GARNET EDUCATION – KUWAIT
Gulf Union
Al-Othman Building
Al-Soor Street
Kuwait City
Kuwait
Tel: +965 22440889 
Fax: +965 22411688
info@gulfunion-kuwait.com

GARNET EDUCATION – UNITED ARAB EMIRATES
For Bahrain, Oman, Qatar, Saudi Arabia and United Arab Emirates:
Garnet Education
PO Box 502124
Dubai Media City
Dubai
United Arab Emirates
Tel: +971 4 4252755
Fax: +971 4 3688029 
allprints@allprints.ae

UK DISTRIBUTION CENTRE
Garnet Education Warehouse
Unit A
The Glide
Moreton Business Park
Moreton-on-Lugg
Herefordshire
HR4 8DS
Tel: 01432 806 303
orders@garneteducation.com

Contacts

For a full list of Garnet Education’s distributors, please visit
www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy

UK OFFICE
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION ON PRODUCT CONTENT

Martin Curtis
Academic Director
Garnet Education
8 Southern Court
South Street
Reading
RG1 4QS
UK
Tel: +44 (0)118 959 7847 
martincurtis@garneteducation.com

UK OFFICE
FOR INFORMATION ON LICENSING

Emily McIntyre
Production Manager
Garnet Education
8 Southern Court
South Street
Reading
RG1 4QS
UK
Tel: +44 (0)118 959 7847 
emilymcintyre@garneteducation.com

All the information contained in this catalogue is correct at the time of going to  
press and is subject to change without prior notice.

New editions of titles where content has been updated are distinguished by a  
‘new edition’ or ‘2nd edition’ flash.

The language levels given in this catalogue are intended as a rough guide only.  
Your local Garnet Education representative will be pleased to give you specific  
advice about levels and how they relate to your teaching situations.

We now supply the audio components of many of our courses online, but some 
courses are still supplied with CDs as listed. Please contact Garnet Education  
to discuss your requirements.

Note that any quotes may relate to earlier editions of particular titles.
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Award-winning ELT resources

For a full list of Garnet Education’s distributors please visit 
www.garneteducation.com/where-to-buy
Or order any of our books online at 
www.garneteducation.com

• General English
• English for Academic Purposes
• English for Specific Academic Purposes
• Business and Professional English
• Tests and Exams
• Classroom Resources
• Readers
• Pre-school and Primary
• Journals and Academic Papers
•  Custom publishing for governments  

and institutions
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